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Over 1,400 students receive MSU degrees
Sun shines brightly for
61st spring commencement

"IS MI ('Al' ON STRAIMIT?" - Mary Roberts Crider (left).
Murray, bursts into a laugh as friend Charlotte Creekmur, Eddyville, gives her a final adjustment before entering Racer Arena
for Murray State Lniversity Commencement Exercises Satur-

day. More than 1,400 students received their degrees. Music was
provided by the MSC Wind Ensemble.
•
Staff photo by Jennie gordon

The Kentucky sun shone
brightly little too brightly
for comfort - on Murray State
University's 61st commencement Saturday. .
More than 1,400 students
received their associate's,
bachelor's, master's and
specialist's degrees from President Kale Stroup. The ceremony
was held in Racer Arena, with
music provided by the MSU
Wind Ensemble and a sweeter
warmth than the sun's imparted
by the parents and friends who
filled the arena.
Degree recipients included
those who graduated in
December and those who will
graduate at the end of summer
semester, in keeping with the
university's new policy of
holding only one commencement yearly. A total of 830
students graduated from the
spring class and 409 from the
mid-year class. Among the
degrees were 198 for honor
graduates: cum laude (3.3-3.59
grade-point average), magna
cum laude (3.6-3.79) and summa,
cum laude (3.8-4.0). Thirty-three
students graduated summa cum
laude, and four with 4.0
averages.

MSU President Emeritus
Harry Sparks shared the honors
with the students over whom he
once presided, as he received an
honorary doc_toratg in pedagogy.
After an invocation by the
Rev. Thomas Schellingerhout of
the First Presbyterian Church,
addresses were given by Debra
Lynn Lewellyn, Outstanding
Senior Woman, and Chad Colley
Lamb, Outstanding Senior Man,
Dr. Stroup followed with brief
remarks, before she and Dr.
Janies Booth, vice president for
academic affairs, conferred the
degrees. She concluded the
ceremonies by delivering the
president's charge to the
graduates, and leading • the
group In -the graduates' pledge.
In her charge, Stroup exhorted the students to
"Remember always the bonds
that bind you to this University;
honor its traditions; and be a living witness in love and loyalty,
to the human gifts you have
received here. May the years
ahead deepen the mutual affection of our University and its
alumni."
The commencement was
preceded by a reception in the
CUrris Center.

Rescuers continue search for family believed drown
HICKMAN, Ky. (AP) sinks you can find a life jacket
Rescue teams were out on the
that was loose in the boat."
Mississippi River again today
Cole identified the missing as
searching for a Tennessee famiSteve Jackson, 25; his wife, Linly of three who disappeared
da, 24, and their 4-year-old
after their small boat was suckdaughter Gina, all of Union City,
ed under moored barges during
Tennessee.
the weekend, officials said.
The accident was reported by
Two days of searching had
a friend of the family to the
yielded just a three-gallon
Hickman Harbor Service. Cole
gasoline can that the Coast
Guard believe belonged to the _ said the friend, Tommy
16-foot craft.
Johnson' also. .of Union.•City,
"We have never found a piece
tried to help the Jacksons, but
of boat," said Joe Cole of the
was prevented from doing so
Fulton County-Hickman Rescue
because of the strong current.
Squad. "Ordinarily, when a boat
The Coast Guard resumed its

search today by water and a
Tennessee flying service planned to conduct aerial searches until the bodies were located, Cole
said.
"We have a boat searching the
area where they were last
seen," Coast Guard Petty Officer Jerry Ward of Hickman
said. "We're searching the river
about five miles to eight miles
(downstream from the accident), then going back up the
other side."
Cole said officials hope the
boat is intact and will surface
when the barges are rearranged

a second time. The barges first
were moved Saturday.
The swift currents and high
waters were making the search
difficult, Ward said, but the
Coast Guard has a general idea
of how the river acts in such
periods.
"It's something that you have
to work on the river quite awhile
to understand," although one
boat involved in Sunday's
search found "currents where
we didn't expect them," Ward
said.
Coast Guard Officer James
Pope of Memphis saida witness,

whom he declined to identify ;Jut
Cole said was Johnson,saw Mrs.
Jackson putting a life jacket on
her daughter before the current
sucked the Jackson's craft
under the lead barge 'in a series
moored at the side of the river
about three miles south of
Hickman. Pope said the friend
told him neither of the adults
was wearing a life preserver.
Johnson tried to use his boat to
pull the Jackson's' boat away
from the barges but his motor
WaSn't strong enough to fight the
12 mph river current, Cole said.
Jerry Morrow, head of the

Police honored, participate in FBI training
By RUTH ANN COLEMAN
Staff Writer
,
This week has been
designated by the United States
Congress as National Police
Week and Murray Mayor
Holmes Ellis has signed a document proclaiming Police Week
in Murray. Ellis urges all
residents to observe this special
week with recognition and appreciation for "the high standards of law enforcement that is
provided in our community."
Often the services provided by
a police department are taken
for granted.
Police officers are expected to
respond to a traffic accident.
They are expected to innr&stigate a theft.
tThey are expected to respohd
when a burglar alarm sounds.
They are expected to responded to a domestic violence call.

During the week-long training, officers from Murray and
several other western Kentucky
police departments, enacted
several hostage situations
through role-playing.
Ransdell details one example
of the type of situation officers
were forced to handle.
"A -man- has gone into a
hospital and taken several doctors hostage. His son has recently died at the hospital and he is
blaming the doctors for the
death. We know he is under the
influence of alcohol, marijuana
and possibly other drugs and we
have found out that he has a
histqa of psychiatric problems
He doesn't know what he hopes
to accomplish - he doesn't
know what his goal is or What his
demands, will. be. It is the
responsibility of the officers to
negotiate the release of the
hostages without harming
anyone," he explains.
There are actually three
groups of people involved in
hostage negotiations, Ransdell
says. They include the police
chief, his assistants and a SWAT
-commander who make up the
command post. A separate
group actually conducts the
negotiations while a third group.
known as 'support services', is
responsible for carrying. out the
orders from the command post.
While negotiations are going
on the support group will also attempt .to. pull together
background information about
the hostage taker.."Weslig into'
his background and try to find
out why he's doing this,"
Ransdell says.
An examinatton followed the
40-hour training session'.
In eiadition to the Murray officers, officers from Mayfieldl

But what many people don't
realize is the amount of work
and training they must complete
in order to be ready for the
dangerous situations they face
daily.
While most of us were tending
to our day-to-day responsibilities last week several of
'Murray's police officers were
learning hostage negotiation
techniques under the instruction
of representatives from the FBI
and the.. Kentucky Justice .
Cabinet, Department of
Training.
According to Charles E.
Ransdell, West Kentucky InService coordinator for the
Department of Training, officers participating in the training learned techniques used in
negotiating for the release of
hostages 'and apprehending the
hostage-taker without injury.

NEGOTIATING FOR RELEASE 7 During, a mock hostagetaking situation -Murray police'officers George King. left, Bill
Cullop, right and Hopkinsville officer Larry Ousley.negotiate for
the release of hostages. Officers from several west •Kentucky.
cities participated in the training lapit week sponsored by the FBI
and the Kentucky Justice Cabinet.
,Staff photo by Jennie Gordon
•

Fulton, Hopkinsville, Christian
County, Marion and Murray
State University also participated in the training.
The Department of Training
conducts several training session each year and those officers
who participate are elegible for
incentive pay, Ransdell
explains.

Other areas of training include DUI detection, apprehension and prosecution; interviewing and interrogation techniques; auto accident investigations; fingerprint classification;
media relations and white collar
crimes. There are two classes
offered at Murray each year.

Calloway County's
Grand Jury returns
several indictments
The% Calloway County Grand
Jury has indicted several individuals on various charges.
Those indicted and their charges
are:
Terry Batey, 20 counts of theft
of property of the value of over
$100.
Rodger Allan Wolfe, burglary
in the second degree, theft of
property of the value of over
$100.
Steve Eric Hancock, theft of
property valued in excess of
$100.
Dung Phan. theft of property
valued in excess of $100.
Ronald Jameson. theft of services valued over $100, theft by
deception over $100.
Rassoul Ardebili, selign
counts of forgery in ,the second
degree.
Carl Skinner, one count
forgery in the second degree.
Kern Kendall, four counts
receiving stolen property valued
In excess of $100.
Michael Thorn. .receiving

volunteer rescue squad of the
DES at Hickman, said the
Jackson's boat had a dead
motor.
The water is about 150 feet
deep in the area where the boat
disappeared, said Morrow.

Traffic court
dates moved
The Traffic Court Division of
the Calloway District Court normally held on Wednesday afternoon, May 16th. at 1:30 p.m., has
been rescheduled for Friday ,
afternoon, May 18th, at 1:30
Anyone having a traffic ticket
set for Wednesday afternoon
should wait until Friday afternoon before appearing in court.
Anyone having questions should
contact the Calloway District
Clerk's Office,
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sunny, mild

stolen property.
Harvey Merrell. forgery in the
second degree.
Today, patchy morning fog
Jon A. Johnson, four counts
otherwise mostly sunny and
theft.
mild. Highs in the mid 70s.
David Wayne Heathcott, theft
North winds 5 to 15 mph.
of property valued in excess of
Tonight, mostly clear and
$100, theft of property valued
cool.
under $100.
Michael McGregor, receiving
stolen property valued in excess
LAKE LE% ELS
of $100.
369 7
Kentucky Lake
Jeff Harrell, two counts of
369 S
Barkley Lake
burglary in the second degree,
two counts of theft of property
valued in excess of $100.
%MA MF. 105 NO. 114
Jana and Jeff Harrell,
criminal possession of a forged
instrument in the second degree.
MISS
Joseph Paul Caldwell, second
YOU PA14111
degree burglary.
. - k,Abscribers who host not
re
.1 their home delivered
Tressia Mardis Taber* 17
copy of The Norm ledger 6 Times .
counts of theft.
by 5.30_0 m. Montkly Foduv of
Henry Lee Beadi, burglary in
. by 3 30 p m Saturdays ore urged
the first degree, rape in the first'
to 'call 7531116 between 5141
degree.
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Partial eclipse may
be visible across
nation this month
WASHINGTON (AP) — The
rare sight of a "diamond
necklace in the sky" may be
visible to Americans this month,
when the moon edges in front of
the sun to provide a partial
eclipse visible across much of
the nation.
i Unlike the more dramatic
total eclipsesr the sun won't
disappear completely .this time
— at least a tiny bit will remain
shining on Earth, according to
experts . at the U. Naval
Observatory.
Instead ot abandoning
mankind — the implication of
the Greek derivation of the word
eclipse 7=
--the-sun -may•instead
provide an unusual display
known as Baily's Beads.
Because of their positions in
the sky, the moon appears to be
a tiny bit smaller than the sun

Trevathan
to preside
at meeting
in Ashland

•
•

The Kentucky Arts Council
will meet at the Paramount Arts
Center, -13th - Streit and Winchester Avenue, Ashland, May
15 and 16. The meeting will be
from 1 p.m. until 5 p.m..on May
15. and from -9 a.m. until noon on•
May 16.
Margaret Trevathan of Murray.- recently appointed .cheir.
man ofthe-K-entuelry Arts-Council by Governor Martha Layne
Collins, will preside. —
The chief topic of business will
be the review of panel recommendations for grants to be
awarded to applicants for the
Kentucky Arts Council's spring
grants deadlines. Applications
include proposals in the areas of
visual arts, performing arts.
community development, arts
education, and Artists in Education Residencies.
The meeting is open -to the
pubhc:

when it moves in front. If the
moon's surface were smooth, a
simple ring of light would then
form at the height of the eclipse.
But instead, the moon has
mountains and valleys. And in
the seconds just before the maximum eclipse, light shining between the peaks gives the appearance of bright beads around
the moon, a "diamond necklace
in the sky," as some have
described it.
Baily's Beads were named for
the 18th century astronomer
who discovered them.
Naval Observatory
spokeswoman Gail Cleere
reports that a second rare
phenomena is also possible during the eclipse — the allaClOW
band effect.
This looks like the wavy
sunlight bands that can be seen
at the bottom of a swimming
pool. It is caused by the light being distorted by irregularities in
the Earth's atmosphere.
In the United States, only
residents of Alaska will be
unable to observe at least some
of the eclipse, expected the morning of May 30, according to the
U.S. Naval Observatory.
But the best place to view it
will be in the Southeast, along a
path from just north of New
Orleans to just south of Richmond, Va. Indeed, Ms. Cleere
noted that I;nterstate-85 nearly
parallels the path of the eclipse
for more than 600 miles from
Georgia to Virginia.
Along that line the eclipse will
be nearly total, with 99.8 percent
of the sub covered by the moon.
Across the rest of the United
States and Mexico, a partial
eclipse will also be visible —
with less of the sun blocked out
farther from the line.
The eclipse will begin in the
Pacific Ocean at 9:54 a.m. EDT,
and will move eastward across
Mexico and into the United
States. It will be most visible in
the late morning and early a -ternoon. It will peak, for example,
at Petersburg, Va., at 12:43 p.m.
EDT.
Pfficials of the Naval Observatory stressed that at no time
will it be safe to look directly at
the sun.
•
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LET'S GO RACERS — The varsity cheerleading squad at Murray State University has been stslected for the 1984-85 year. From
Left, seated in front, are Marie Bates, Mayfield; Dunker, the
- school mascot; and Valerie Foster, Memphis. Second row are
Elaine Byrd, Fulton; Betty McGee, Leitchfield; Jan Oglesby,
Hopkinsville; Kim Riley, Mayfield; and Marcy Zinobile.

• -•
Owensboro. Back row are Jeff Hughes. Frankfort; Jim Peck,
Groton, N.V.; Stuart Fleischaker and Jeffy Larmee, both
Louisville; Mike. Young. Owensboro; Bill Hoffman, Louisville;
Jim Henson; -Foit Knox and Don Wright, Salisbury, Md., the
squad adviser.
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Tuskaloosa, Alabama, Sally Ann
Buchanan of Louisville, Robert
Henry of Paris Tennessee and
Brad Willard of Benton, Illinois.
Winner of the RE. Award for
technical theatre was Christi
McDonald of Louisville. Winners of the R.E. Award for
dance were Bethany Holland of
Benton and Kathy Renn of
Louisville.
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Ms. Buchanan's recognition
was for her acting in The Wake
of Jamey Foster; Ms Deaton's
and Mr. Henry's were for My
Fair Lady; and Mr. Willard's
was for The Imaginary Invalid.
Ms. Renn and Ms. Holland
were recognized for their contribution to the MSU Dance
Theatre's concert, and Ms.
McDonald was recognized for
her work on My Fair Lady.
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Several crime
areas show
decreases ,

At Lincoln Federal...
Valuable Free Gifts'
PLUS

WASHINGTON (API— Robbery, aggravated assault and
burglary were dramatically less
widespread in 1983 as 7 percent
fewer U.S. households were
touched by crime than the year
before, the Justice Department
says.
The department's Bureau of
Justice Statistics reported Sunday that 27 percent of U.S.
households, or 23.6 million Of the
total 86.1 million households,
suffered one or more crimes
during the year.

10.60%* Interest on 5 Year Certificates
10.50%* Interest on 31/2 Year Certificates
10.40 Vo* Interest on 21/2 Year Certificates
Lincoln Federal Savings and Loan has
the program you have been waiting for.
TV's and other super gifts....plus high
interest when you invest in our high earning certificates.
Get a free gift to enjoy now, plus your
money back later with full inteest! All you
have to do is open a Lincoln Federal 2"2,31,1,
_ or 5 year savings certificate. Then, according
to your deposit, you'll receive a correiponding
free gift • See gift chart.)
The best part is that with a Lincoln
Federal Savings Certificate yOu.re locking in a
guaranteed high rate for the long term. Not o
bad idea with rates constantly changing.
To take advantage of this offer, stop in at
any of our conveniently located branches, or
complete the coupon and mail it to us.

One injured
in motorcycle
accident
Bobby Allen Jr., Murray. was
injured Sunday evening when
the motorcycle he was operating
struck a deer.
According to a spokesman for
the Calloway County Sheriff's
Department. Allen suffered
-lacerations and was treated at
Murray-Calloway - County
Hospital after the accident on
Kentucky 94 about five miles
west of Murray.

for

RECOGNITION OF EXCELLENCE — (Front row,) Angie
Beaton of Tuscaloosa, Ala., and Kathy Henn of Louisville, (Middle row) Brad Willard of Benton, HI., and Betbany Holland of
Benton, and (Back row) Sally Ann Buchanan and Christi
McDonald of Louisville are shown with the trophies they were
presented by the Murray State University Theatre after being
given "R.E." Awards for-acting, dance and technical theatre.
Als
.
o presented with an award, but not pictured, was Robert
Henry of Paris Tenn.

Reagan and Michael Jackson
team for national commercial
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put aside their work to catch a
glimpse of Jackson and the ads,
which feature the pulsating
music of his hit song "Beat It."
Reagan planned to present the
singer with the presidential
public safety communication
award for performing in the
commercials as a public
service.
Organizers of the event hoped
it would stir up enough publicity
to persuade television and radio
stations to begin airing the spots
now as young people head for
graduation parties, proms and
summer vacation.
"This is really the time to
make an impact on young people," said Jim Coyne, the chief
of Reagan's campaign fee
private sector initiatives.
For Reagan, the occasion
presented an election-year opportunity to be photographed
with the country's hottest star,
-% whose album "Thriller" has
sold more than 33 million copies
+
and won a record eight Grammy
-% awards. One of.the nine songs on
-1/8 ,the album is "Beat It," the,
unc theme music of the ads.
unc
-Is
-4.
unc
-3/4
unc
-%

WASHINGTON (API — With
President Reagan as his host,
superstar Michael Jackson is using a White House stage to show
off a television commercial that
will be the centerpiece of a net io n a 1, campaign against
drunken driving.
The 25-year-old singer was to
be honored at a ceremony today
on the South Lawn for his starring role in the 30-second television commercial and a
60-second radio spot against
drunken driving.
Hundreds of White House staffers and guests were expected to
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The Murray Planning Com9% +%
984 mission will meet in regular session at 7 p.m. Tuesday at City
Hall. Items to be addressed include a final plat for a subdivision 'of land owned by Frank
STOCKS
MUNICIPAL BONDS
MUTUAL FUNDS
Doran. The meeting is open to
MEMBER NEW YORK STOCK EXCHANGE MEMBER SIPC
the

Planning
commission
meets Tuesday
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MSU theatre announces
recipients of annual
awards for excellence
The Murray State University
Theatre has announced the recipients of its annual "R.E."
Awards Which are given to
recognize • excellence in the
fields of acting, dance and
technical theatre. The awards,
named after the former director
of theatre at Murray State, R.E.
Johnson, have been,given each
of the past four years.
R.E. Award winners are
selected by a panel of experts,
and the award is made on the
basis of a particular significant
achievement, as well as the student's total contribution to the
program of the MSU Theatre
throughout the season. The
judges for this year were Ms.
Sue McNeary, Ms. Ren Leys and
Dr -Carroll _Harrison.
Winners of the R.E. Award for
acting were Angie Deaton of
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PERSPECTIVE

Miirray Ledger & Times

agree or not

by s.c. van curon

Governor marks the way for the press

Going after pot

When a state is ripped by tornados and devastated by floodwaters, it isn't a time to offer
criticism of a governor, but it does
seem appropriate to make some
suggestions that could ease the
tasks and leave no doubt where the
authority lies.
In about six weeks the 1984
budget comes into being and this in,
actuality is the beginning of the
new governor's programa, and
plans that were trumpted during
the political campaign, discussed
and fought over during the
legislative session, but the end product has never been clearly
defined.
In other words what can the
public expect in the way of road
construction, human services, industrial development, parks program and tourist development and
the many other fields. Not all of the
state services can be clearly planned, but there are some important
ones that can.
For example, we now know how
much highway money for construe,-

The U.S. government pressures other nations to
stanch the flow of drugs into this country, yet it
appears helpless to stamp out the marijuana
grown illegally at home. That awful irony is not
lost on creeps here and abroad.
The House Narcotics Committee reported
recently that domestic'production of marijuana
now reaps an illicit $52 billion a year. That makes
It the second largest cash crop grown in this country, exceeded only by soybeans.
That there is more pot cultivated in the United
States than corn or Wheat is mind-blowing in itself.
Agents of the Federal Drug Enforcement Agency say pot producers grow their furtive bonanza
in almost any location and under almost any conditions: in open fields, mountain meadows,almost
inaccessible backwoods plots, in huge
greenhouses, on rooftops and even in caverns 90
feet below the ground.
In 1982 agents arrested 2,512 marijuana growers
but even they admit that's a mere handful compared to the army of producers.
Now, however, a new element of concern
heightens the frustration. Growers in Pennsylvania have developed a new strain of pot that
is reputed to be 28 times as potent as the ordinary
variety. There is little doubt,that it will soon find
its way across the country.
Authorities fear what havoc this new powerful
pot will wreak among the young people, those in
their teens- and early 20s, who are far and away
the greatest consumers of the domestic crop.
Given the success rate in catching growers, they
can do little but wait for the tragic consequences
to,show up.
Meanwhile, whenever authorities try to destroy
illegal crops by aerial spraying, they must battle
outraged environmentalists more worried about
trees and streams than about the lives that are being lai,d to waste.

tion and maintenance is anticipated for the year. How much of
this will go for maintenance, and
what type of roads will be favored?
Is any new construction anticipated other than the la
Highway in Northern Kentucky
and where?
Are there any new prospects for
new industries in the State? What
efforts will be made?
What aout the prison situation?.
Human Resources services?
In comparison to some other administrations, this one seems to be
drifting or marking time until
something really'happens or until
the Democratic Conventions is
over in July as one columnist has
mentioned.
Admitted, it takes time to plan
these things, but the planning
should have been going on the day
the governor took office and should
have continued with adjustments
to suit the situations as they
developed. Now, it seems late to be
pushing them forward.

The governor seems to be preoccupied with other things or letting
the cabinets announce the plans.
This reference is made regarding
the AA Highway where the cabinet
secretary has made all of the announcements and not the governor.
It also refers to the announcement
of a new industry, albeit small, that
came through the Commerce
Cabinet and not the governor's
office.
Governors in the past have made
these important— announcements
with the appropriate division people present, sometimes at press
conferences and. sometimes at
public affairs concerning the
event, leaving no doubt as to who is
boss or that it i part of the governor's program.
This has been the accepted
machinery of government and is
what is expected by the public. It
has proved to be a successful
method for the governor to keep in
touch with the people and know
their wants and what they expect.
Governor Collins has called few

o

UNESCO
unravels
Last December, the Reagan administration announced that the United States would withdraw
from the United Nations Educational, Scientific,
and Cultural Organization(UNESCO)by the end
Of this year_Great Britain haywarned that unless
the organization makeS some specific changes, it
might leave as well. Taken together, these actions
suggest an unraveling of UNESCO that is the best
news we've heard since U.N. delegate Charles
Lichtenstein challenged the feckless international
forum to find another home.
UNESCO was originally created in 1946 to proMote literacy, assist poor nations to provide
educational facilities, and otherwise encourage
the preservation of endangered world cultural
monuments such as Angkor Wat in Southeast
Asia. But ever since the communists came aboard
during the 1960s, the organization has specialized
in anti-Western diatribes:
" The-extent to which UNESCO has been co-opted
by the,communists can be seen in recent efforts
to encourage several crackpot international
economic and communications schemes. In 1981
the organization promoted the New World Information Order, a transparent attempt to legitimize
state censorship and hence the manipulation of international news. The following year's World Conference on Cultural Policies in Mexico City was
dominated by criticigms of the United States and
the free enterprise system.
Moreover, most of UNESCO's publications,
which are printed by the millions and distributed
to 150 countries, are peppered with Marxist propaganda. A recurring theme is that the Western
industrial nations have "stolen" their wealth, thus
necessitating a redistribution among the poorer
countries.
In addition to its published broadsides, UNESCO
consistently denounces the "illegitimacy" of
Israel and South Africa. Never mind that such
allegations are the business of the General
Assembly. UNESCO's 2,500 bureaucrats are constantly ventilating anti-Western themes, completely ignoring communist outrages proceeding
apace. The crowning insult is that the Western nations pay the lion's share of UNESCO's tab.
British Overseas Development Minister
Timothy Raison put it succinctly the other day
when he wondered "whether many of UNESCO's
programs represent good value for the money."
The answer is clearly "no."

business mirror
NEW YORK (AP) — Fuqua Industries, which earned more than
$40 million last year, held its annual meeting last Saturday morning in Atlanta. It was over in less
than five minutes.
That's the way J.B. Fuqua
works: Quickly and efficiently, and

by john cunniff
with a no-nonsense impatience
with anything he believes does not
enhance the fortunes of his company and its shareholders.
Why waste time on a ritual of little significance? "It's a facade. It
doesn't serve any purpose. It isn't
democratic,".said J.B., who built

letters to the editor
'Angles' support appreciated
To The Editor,
I want the people of Kentucky to
know how grateful I am for the
hard work and support the
"Angles" project received. From
Growth,Inc. of Paducah to the contributors in Pikeville, and the
many others across the Commonwealth that worked hard to
support this project with their
time, influence and money, I am
eternally grateful.
Over the past year my sister and
I have worked diligently and held
high hopes that "Angles" would be
preserved as a public museum
commemorating the life of our

Mothers Day
section praised
To The Editor,
Thank you for using space in
your newspaper to publish letters
from our young people in he
Mothers Day Section.
Those letters brought such nice
memories to my mind, and I am
sure they did for many other
parents and friends of youth.
It was a thoughtful _..and appreciated issue of Murray Ledger
& Times.
Martha Broach
Route 1
Murray, Ky. 42071
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Elementary music
program applauded
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To The Editor.
Congratulations to Karen Atkins
for a splendid May music program.
The all inclusive program for
elementary children served to
perpetuate her theme "Friends
Forever."
Here's hoping a strong music
program continues at the elementary level.
Bobbie
• Weatherly
1707 Magnolia
Murray, Ky
•

SUBSCRIPTION leATES In areas served by
carriers. $3.75 per month, payable in advance
By mall In Calloway County and to Benton, Hardin. Mayfield. Sedalia and Farmington. Ky and
Paris. Buchanan and Puryear, Tit . $29 30 per
year By Mall to °thief destinations *47 50 per
year
TO reach_ all departments of the .newspaper
phone 753-19111
The Murray I.edger.& Times is a member of
Associate*
. Press. Kentucky Press Association
Southern
Newspaper - Publishers
'land
Association
111 The Associated Press is exclusively entitled to
news orikinated by The Murray I'edger & Times

grandfather, the late Vice President Alben W. Barkley,
My sister, Dorothy Barkley
Holloway, has made it possible to
tour "Angles" free of charge, and
we were excited and pleased with
the response. Dottie, in particular,
has opened up her home to the
public for the past year. This has
involved a tremendous amount of
work. Anyone who called, large
groups or small, all have been
welcomed.
During the last few weeks we
have been trying hard to come to a
financial agreement with Growth,
Inc. which has made offers to purchase "Angles" using funds that
would primarily be raised in the
future. At times I was very hopeful.
It seemed a solution was possible.
Unfortunately, we and Growth,
Inc. were unable to settle on the
terms of purchase.
If we were wealthy, we would
like to give "Angles" to any agency
that would keep it open to the
public, but we have five children
between us to raise. Our responsibility is now to them and it would
be unfair to us and to them to accept less from our inheritance than
it is reasonably worth. Anyone in
our position would feel the same
way.
Our alternative is. already laid
out since we had previously
entered into an auction contract
with C.W. Shelton of Mayfield
which became effective May 1, 1984
when we could make no purchase
agreement with Growth, Inc.
We do hope, 'however, that
Growth, Inc. will be a bidder on
some of thg historical items.
As sad as this is, I think there is
another way of looking at it. If this
great place cannot be held
together, perhaps it is fitting that it
be scattered among the hundreds
of thousands of **vie who loved
and were loved by the "Veep."
Yours truly
- Aiben W. Barkley, II
Paducah. Ky,

4.

the company into a diversified
giant in less than 20 years.
A decade ago J.B. tried to do
without an annual meeting, arguing that if it were to be a true
representation of shareholders
there wouldn't be enough trains,
planes and -Atland hotel rooms for
them.
The New York Stock Exchange
disagreed, so J.B. has held them
ever since, though he says "the
serious investor seldom shows up."
And with good reason, he adds.
"Management is forbidden to put
out information unavailable to the
general public, so they know that
nothing (new) will be heard."
J.B. Fuqua, 65, remains an entrepreneur, his instincts honed to
important matters by his experiences in a long string of private
companies he developed after leaving the family's Virginia farm.
By the time he developed Fuqua.
Industries as a public corporation
in 1965 his financial and mental independence were well established.
He proved his innovative ideas
time after time, He continues to do
so.
By 1979 it had sales of $2 billion, a
year when, said J.B., "I began to
think about the '80s and I decided
• that if I believed in stockholder
equity I had better get at it." He
sold off much of it.
Monuments to himself meant
nothing, he said. Stockholder equity meant everything.
Last year Fuqua Industries, four
groups — photofinishing, lawn and
garden equipment, sporting goods.
seat manufacturing — was down to
sales of $732.4 million. Net income,
however, had riseb 113 percent
over the previous year, per share
earnings 83 percent, stockholders'
equity 80 percent and stock price 73
percent.
"We do not confuse size with
strength," J.B. wrote in the report.
Some people mistake Fuqua's independent judgments as arrogance, but that notion tends to be
dispelled by his repeated remarks
that "I've been very fortunate."
and even, "I say' that in great
, humility."
His listing as one of the highest
pabreieCiitives in America, with a
1983 intome from Fuqua Industries
of $1.5 million, didn't tell the whole
story, he said.
"Under the contract I earned $2.1
million. I gave up $600,000 because
I decided it looked better if I didn't
take more than that out of the
company.--
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press conferences and apparently
will pursue this'policy although it
can be a mistake to do so.
Most past governors have used
the news media to win public support of their programs through
keeping them informed, but not
openly asking for public support. It
can be a very useful, tool.
The press is not out to behead the
governor every ,day, but to report
governmental actions to the people. The governor is the one who
decides, by word arid by aCtion, the
route the press takes.

looking back
Ten years ago
The Murray plant of FisherPrice will have a day-long open
house on May 18, according to
Royal C. Kain. plant manager.
Murray City Clerk Stanford Andrus urged residents to purchase
their automobile stickers and dog
licenses as soon as possible.
Births reported include a girl to
Mr. and Mrs. Jerry Allen Adams
and a boy to Mr. and Mrs. George
Brisco, both on April 26, and a boy
to Mr. and Mrs. Rex Alderdice on
May 3.
Mr. and Mrs. Coffield Vance, Mr..
and Mrs. Don Alley and Wayne
Williams represented the /Aft-fray
'Civitan Club at the Sixth Annual
Kentucky Civitan District Convention, May 10-12, at Henderson:.
Beverly Parker, daughter.of Mr.
and Mrs. James Parker and student at Murray _High School. captured individual medalist title in- Girls Regional Golf Tournament at
Princeton Golf and Country Club.
Twenty years ago
Murray State College has received a grant of $9,450 from the National Science Foundation to buy
equipment for an atomic and
nuclear physics laboratory, according to Dr. Ralph H. Woods. college
president.
The home of Mr. and Mrs. Claude
Vaughn at 905 Pogue Ave., was
damaged by lightning the _night of
May 12, according to Murray Fire
Chief Flavil Robertson.
Diane West, Don Oliver and Mike
Jones presented a mtsical program at a meeting of the -Murr-aY
Lions Club. Robert Hendon was
program chairman.
Installed as new officers of the
Kirksey Unit of the ParentTeacher Association were Mrs.
James Tucker, Mrs. Kenton
Broach and Mrs. Max Bailey.
Betty Vinson. Jessie Shoemaker,
Ruby Pool, Shirley Garland,
Laurine Doran. Carolyn Fulton,
Marjorie S. Huie, Vivian Hale,
Freda Butterworth and Rozella
Outland of the Murray Business
and Professional Women's Club
will attend the Kentucky B&PW
meeting in Hopkinsville May 15-17.
Thirty years ago
The large apartment house owned by Hafford Parker and located
on South Seventh Street behind
Parker Motors was destroyed by
fire on May 12. Four families had
apartments there.
Recent births reported at the
Murray Hospital include a boy to
Mr. and Mrs. James Brandon, a
girl to Mr. and Mrs. Edward Gene
Holt and a girl to Mr. and Mrs.
Ronald Burkeen.
Rose Marie Dyer. president of
Murray Grove No. 9 of Supreme
Forest Woodmen Circle, was
elected Kentucky Junior president
,at the rally at Hopkinsville.
Installed as'officers of the Murray Training School Unit of the
Parent-Teacher Association were
Wayne Wilson. Mrs. H.M. Scarbrough, Mrs. Elmer Collins, Mrs.
John Lassiter! Mrs. Robert Smith.
Leroy Eldridge and Mr. and Mrs
Josiah Darnall.
Mildred Gass. Helen Hogancamp,'Lucy Lilly, Barletta
Wrather. Inez Haille and Martha
Smith. home economics teachers in
Murray and Calloway County, attended the meeting of the Paducah
District of Home Economis
Teachers at Kenlake Hotel.
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1-----I'A4URRAY TODA YVirginia liogite, Bobbie
Bibb, Mary Bain, Della
Boggess. Kathy Allen.
Karen Boggess and
Margie Vance.
Bridge
Bridge will be played
at 9:30 a.m. with Mary
Graves as hostess.
Reservations may be
made by calling her at
753-8019.-- Golf
Golf will be played at
9:30 a.m. with Burlene
Brewer, phone 753-5114,
as hostess _Those_ not
signed up and desiring
to play may come and
be paired at the tee.
The lineup will be as
follows:
Tee No. IA
Vickie
Nance, Burlene Brewer,
Sue Lamb and Laura
Parkeri

Tee No. 1B —Jennifer
Crouse, Carolyn
Caldwell, Grace James
and Marsha Hargrove;
Tee No. 2 — Ada
Roberts, Robbie
LaMastus, Melva Hatcher and Sally Ann
Sawyer;
Tee No. 3A — Shelba
Barnett, Martha
Barnett, Martha Broach
and Shirley Wade;
Tee No. 3B — Hazel
Beale, Florence
Hensley, Doris Rose and
Vickie Oliver;
Tee No. 4 — Sadie
Ragsdale, Sue Wells,
Irene Woods and Mary
C Lamb;
Tee No. 6A — Jane
Barnett, Evelyn Wallis,
Helen King and Anita
Thornton;
Tee No.6B — Paulette

Reed, Sue Steele,
Kathryn Outland and
Erma Tuck;
Tee No. 7 — Paula
Crouse, Marian
Christenberry, Mary.
Wells and Doris
Johnson;
Tee No.9A — Barbara
Blalock, Suzanne
Oakley, Peggy Noel and
Hazel Ray;
Tee No. 9B — Martha
Butterworth, MIMI Jordan, Linda Oliver and
Lou Darnell.
Winners
In the ladies golf play
on May 9 with Jennifer
Crouse as hostess, the
team play was won by
the group composed of
Marsha Hargrove, Sue
Wells, Evelyn Wallis,
Shelba Barnett and
Irene Woods.

Racing auto crew chiefgives .icivice to personS
WINCHESTER. Va.
AP
— Lawton
Foushee, crew chief of
the Jaguar auto racing
teams, says he gives
this advice when asked
how to break in as a professional crew member.

"You really need wellrounded, bands-on experience in all aspects
of automotive work,"
says Foushee. "Staying
in school is important. I
would say the ideal candidate would be one who

has a college degree in
mechanical engineering
and four to five years of
broadbased experience
either in a new car
dealership or in
general repair shop.

a

"That experience
gives you the
background to diagnose
a problem and•fbc it in a
hurry, often under bad
conditions, and always
under the pressure of
the clock."

13 DAYS LEFT
TO PURCHASE WITHOUT
A PENALTY
CITY STICKERS
BUSINESS LICENSE
DOG TAGS
MOTORCYCLE STICKERS
PENALTY DATE — JUNE 1, 1984
-City Clerk's Office
City Hall Building
Office Hours Monday-Friday
8:00 to 5:00

Mirnay Ledger at Times
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Luncheon, bridge, golf will, be at Oaks club
Ladles day events will
be Wednesday. May 16,
at the Oaks Country
Club.
Luncheon
A luncheon will be
served at noon with
Mary Montgomery and
Delma Trotter as
chairmen of the
hostesses. Reservations
should be made by today. Monday.
Other luncheon
hostesses will be Janice
Thurmond, Geneva
Brownfield_ Cathy
Stockdale, Vicky
Holton, Mary Ann
Steele„ Saundra Edwards, Linda-Emerson,
Bettye Johnson, Jackie
Abbott, Debbie Ballowe,
Pam Saddoirs, Sheila
James, Murrelle
Walker, JuA:y1

--

Samples-Foss wedding Saturday
The approaching marriage of -Miss Beverly
Samples and Leonard J.
Foss, Jr., has been
announced.
Miss Samples is the
daughter of Mr. and
Mrs. James Samples of
Rt. 2, Cunningham,
Lowes community.
Mr. Foss is the son of
Mr. and Mrs. Leonard J.
Foss, Sr., of Mayfield.
The bride-elect is the
granddaughter of Mr.
and Mrs. R.C. Harper of
Lowes and of Mrs. Lloyd
Samples of Milburn.
Miss Samples received her degree in horticulture on Saturday.
from Murray State
University. She will now
be employed by Earth
Graphics Landscaping
Co., Alexandria, La.
Mr. Foss is a 1982
graduate of Murray
State University where
he received his degree
In construction
technology. He now is
employed by
Potashnick, also of
Alexandria, La.
The wedding will be
solemnized on Saturday, May 19, at 4 p.m. at
the Seventh and College
Church of Christ,
Mayfield.
A reception will follow
at the church.
All friends and
relatives are invited to
attend the wedding and
the reception.

Bcver4- Saniples.
fiancee-of:Leonard

DATEBOOK
workshop planned
_
_ ATutor
training workshop for volunteer reading
tutors will be conducted by the West Kentucky
Literacy Council at Murray State University on
Thursday ancl Friday, May 17 and 18. It will be
taught by instructors from the Jefferson County
Adult Reading Program and is free to anyone
who is interested in turoring adults to improve
their reading skills.
Joe Bazan, a spokesman for the area council,

Tennis Mai' Wednesdav
Group B of Ladies Tennis of Murray Country
Club will play Wednesday, May 16, at 9 a.m. at
the club. In case of rain play will be cancelled.
Renee
The lineup- is as follows: Court One
Wynn, Annette Alexander, Vicky Holton and
Kathy Kopperud; Court Two — Kay Ray, Cecilia
Brock, Carol Waller and Marilyn Germann;
Court Three — Emily Miller, Vickie Jones,
Cathy Mattis and Cindy Dunn; Court Four —
Dianne Buckingham, Leisa Faughn, Martha Andrus and Ann Uddberg.

MURRAY
MONTESSORI
SCHOOL
Parent Education
Meeting
The Film
"Montessori-An
Education for Life"
will be shown
Thursday, May 17th
7 P.M.

Uri

v€
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ax

The Murray Elementary School ParentTeacher Organization will meet Tuesday, May
15, at 7:30 p.m. in the All-Purpose Room of
Robertson Center. Doralyn Lanier, instructional
supervisor, will be the speaker. All members and
interested parents are urged to attend.

Skating party planned
The North Calloway Elementary School
Parent-Teacher Club will have a skating party
for all students, teachers, parents, and other
members of the family on Tuesday, May 15,from
6 to 8 p.m. at Roller Skating of Murray. Children
may skate for $2.50 with $1 going to PTC and the
parents and teachers may skate for 25 cents.
The PTC meeting scheduled for Thursday,
May 17, has been changed to Monday, May 21, at
7 p.m. at the school. This will be the .final
meeting of the school year and all members and
interested persons are invited.

Lupus chapter will ineel

753-83130

The West Kentucky Lupus Chapter will meet
Thursday, May 17, at 7 p.m. in Classroom Two of
Lourdes Hospital, Paducah. Dr. Joseph Bassi
will be the guest speaker. Anyone interested is
urged to attend.
(Cont'd on page 5)
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Bring Your Friends
And SAVE MONEY!!!
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• Eyeriear• Contact Lenses
Oiymp,c Plaza.Shoprilng Center. Highway 641 North
753-0422
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212 NORTH 15 TH
MURRAY,KY.42071

Our prescription eyewear
goes with any pair of shoes.
Your best vision is important whether you're in the office,
on the slopgor at the pool And at Southern Optical, we
have the expertise and equipment to custom-tailor prescription eyewear for all the things -you like to do.
We can fit you with prescription swim goggles, sunglasses. protective eyewear for active sports like racquetball, and, of course, more traditional frames in styles
and colors to suit any occasion. We even offer a special
discountfor each additional Complete pair of eyewear made
to the same prescription.
Talk with one of our opticians about your unique eyewear
needs. And find out what a difference the right prescription
eyewear can make.

said tutors may help in the Volunteer Adult
Reading Program (VAFtP which' is free to
anyone 18 years or older who cannot read or has
difficulty reading and is not enrolled in a public
school. Anyone interested in participating as a
tutor or a student may contact Bazan, WKLC,
Rt. 9, Box 437, Benton, Ky., 42025, phone
1-354-8055, or the Adult Learning Center, Stewart
Stadium, Murray State University, 762-6971.
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Ladies day golf lineup listed, Murray club
Ladies day golf will be
played at the Murray
Country Club on
Wednesday, May 16.
Play will start at 9:30
a.m. with a shot gun tee
off. Ve Severna will be
golf hostess. Anyone not
listed in the lineup may
come and be paired at
the tee.
The lineup is as
follows:
Tee No. IA - Mary
Bogard, Betty Jo Purdom, Jerelene Sullivan
and Frances Hulse;
Tee No. 1B - Jennie
Hutson, Janet Wallis
and Pat Claypool;
No. 2 - Betty Lowry,
Diane Villanova, Judy
Latimer and Faira
Alexander;

NO. 6B - Billie
No. 3 Shuffett, Venela
Margare
Sexton,\ Cohoon, Chris Graham,
Orr and Evelyn Peggy Shoemaker and
Rowena Cullom;
Jones;
No. 7 - Martha Sue
No. 4A - Toni Hopson, Sue Brown, Pam Ryan, Frances Richey,
Mavity and Sue Elizabeth Slusmeyer
and Eddie Mae
Costello;
No. 4B - Madelyn Outland;
No. 8 - Ethelene McLamb, Edith Garrison,
Carita Lamb and Callon, Mary Bazzell,
Dorothy Overbey and
Cathryn Garrott;
No. 5A - Ve Severns, Frances Parker;
No. 9A - Mary Bell
Euldene Robinson.
Freda Steely and Bar- Overby, LaVerne Ryan
and Mug Rigsby;
bara Stacy;
No. 9B - Donna Tate,
No. 5B - Norma
Frank, Jane Fitch, Debbie Jones and
Louise Lamb and LaRue Williams.
Virginia Schwettman;
Winners
Winners of ladies day
No. 6A - Mary
Frances Bell, Rebecca golf play on May 9 have
Irvan, Polly Seale and been announced by
Faira. Alexander, golf
Nancy Haverstock;

hostess, as follows:
, Championship flight
- Betty Lowry and
Jerlene Sullivan tied for
first place; Diane
Villanova, low putts;
First flight - Pam
'Wavily, winner; Judy
Latimer and Virginia
Schwettman, tied for
low putts;
Second flight - Barbara Stacy and Freda
Steely, tied for first
place, with Mrs. Stacy,
low putts;
Third flight = Norma
Frank, winner;
LaVerne Ryan, low
putts;
Beginners' flight Frances Richey, winner
and low putts.

DATEBOOK

TIMEs

(Cont'd from page 4)
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ccARc plans supper

i

DC plan.S Meeting

The Calloway County Association for Retarded
Citizens will meet Thursday, May 17, at 6:30 p.m
at the new W.A.T.C.M. (work activities
center
for handicapped) building on Main Street.
Each
one is asked to bring a dish for the potluck
meal.
Gerry Reed of the Calloway Public Library will
be the guest speaker.

The J.N. Williams Chapter of the United
Daughters of the Confederacy will meet Wednesday, May 16, at 1:30 p.m. at the home of Mrs.
Leonard Vaughn. Dr. Mildred Hatcher will present the program on "The Confederacy in Poetry
and Song."

---Alcoh.olics
Anonymous and AlAnon will meet at 8 p.m.
at First Christian
Church, Benton.
neserva-mrns'fur
ladies luncheon on
Wednesday at Oaks
Country Club should be
made by today with
Mary Montgomery or
Delma Trotter.
„..

Reservations for

Monday, May 14
Tuesday luncheon by
Murray Christian
Women's Club should be
made today with Freda
Lovett or Edna Butler.
-- Recognition Night for
students of Murray Middle School will be at 7
p.m. at school. PTO will
meet at the same time.
---Women of First
Presbyterian Church
will have a salad supper
at 6:15 p.m. at the home
of Frances Matarazzo.
---Lottie Moon Group of
First Baptist Church
Women will meet at 7
p.m. at home of. Opal
Howard.
Adult I Sunday School
of First Baptist Church
will meet at Fellowship
Hall at 6 p.m.

Tuesday, May 15
Quilt Lovers will meet
at 6 p.m. at Calloway
Public Library.
77 ""'• 7"' •••

Murray Christian
Women's Club will have.
a "tee time" luncheon
at noon at Seven Seas
Restaurant.
--Calloway County
Genealogical Society
will meet at noon at
Granny's Porch.

Tuesday, May 15
Murray Optimist Club
is scheduled to meet at
6:30 p.m. at Homeplace
Family Restaurant.

Senior citizens activities will be at 9:30
a.m. at Dexter Center;
from 10 a.m. to 2 p.m. at
Hazel and Douglas
Centers; from 10 a.m. to
3 p.m. at Ellis Center.
---A lc oholi Cs
Retirees of Local 1068 Anonymous will meet at
of UAW-AFL-CIO and 8 p.m. in western porother locals will meet at tion of Livestock and
5:30 p.m. for a covered Eicposition Center.
---dish supper in
Murray
Toastmasters
Fellowship Hall of First
will meet at 6:59 p.m. at
Christian Church.
Western Sizzlin
---Murray TOPS (take Restaurant. For inforoff pounds sensibly) maton call 759-9926 or
Club will meet at 7 p.m. 759-1065.
at Health Center.
Parents Anonymous

Students get degrees

The Music Department of the Murray
Woman's Club is scheduled to meet Tuesday,
May 15, at 7:30 p.m. at the club house. "Spring
Sing With Margery Shown" will be the program.
Hostesses will be Pat Seiber, Louise Weathely,
Polly Garland. Bea Farrell, Becky Jo Jones, Libby Hart and Betty Lowry.

Eight students from Calloway County were
awarded degrees at the 117th commencement on
May 6 at the University of Kentucky, Lexington.
They were as follows: James Howard Boone,
bachelor of business administration in business
administration and marketing; Johnna Kay
Brandon, bachelor of science in pharmacy;
Ward Bradford Boone, Terry Lynn Clark,
Delores Kay Honchul and Randall A. Hutchens,
all juris doctor in law; William Judson Pitman II
and Vicki Lynn Robets, both medical doctor in
medicine. •

Brenda Conley on list
Brenda L. Conley, datighter of Dr. and Mrs.
Harry Conley, 302 Oakdale Dr., Murray, has
been named to the Dean's List for outstanding
academic achievement -during -the winter
quarter at the -University of Evansville.
Evansville, Ind._To attain'the Dean's List, a student must have earned a 3.5 or better grade point
average for the quarter while carrying 12 or
more hours of credit.

Tuesday, May 15
Wednesday, May 16
Murray Elementary Club.
PTO will meet at 7 p.m.
---in All-Purpose Room of
Murray state
Robertson Center.
Libraries will be open
---from 8 a.m. to 4:30 p.m.
Skating party for
North Calloway PTC
will be from 6 to 8 p.m.
at Roller Skating of
Murray.
---Murray State aA48.-L 1#
41
e,„4
1
Libraries will be open
from 8 a.m. to 4:30 p.m. Nothing puts a man in a
romantic mood like seeing
---a woman at her most beauWednesday,May 16
tiful.
J.N. Williams Chapter
of United Daughters of
the Confederacy will
meet at 1:30 p.m. at
home of Mrs. Leonard
Vaughn.
---Hazel and • Douglas
Centers will be open
from 10 a.m. to 2 p.m.
for activities by senior

EVERY TUESDAY IS

TACO TUESDAY
2 CRISPY TACOS
For

issues.
Robert H. Douglas of
Murray, state NARFE
president, said the
range will include such

seemingly unrelated Ray McCarty of Noith
topics as national Carolina and Don Biglin
legislative proposals of Washington, D.C.
Kentucky Lake
and greater service to
Chapter of NARFE,
the community.
One of the speakers Murray, consisting of
will be David L. Arm- _111 members, will be
strong, attorney general represented by a
of Kentucky. Visiting delegation of 14
national NARFE members.
representatives will be
This will include

graqllirrs
Playtex GOSS lbur Heart'

Summer Sale

0
0
0
X

-0

OFF

"IT ISN'T JUST FOR WOMEN
Pete Lancaster, of Murray, Ky., lost 17
lbs. in only 3 weeks Pete says,"I really
didn't feel as if I was on a diet at 911..1n
fact, I've probably never eaten better in
my life, Will I have fried chicken
again?...You bet, but - not-every-day,
because I've learned how to eat. When
you decide to lose weight. I suggest you
do as 1 did...call Diet Center."
Women lose 17-25 pounds in just 6 wks
at Diet Center...but men lose weight at
an even faster rate on a program
specifically formulated to meet their
nutritional needs.
Call today for free consultation.

The Murray Chapter
will be givent, special
recognition at the convention for having an increase of 20 per cent in
membership during the
past year.

Counselors:
Patty Mahoney
Sandy Fulton
Sue Sills

aoop S331Eld•ISV1 S311dc111S 31IHM

Hot or Mild 1 Lb.
0
0

$ 1 49

F

•

GOOD S3011:1c1•1SV1 S311dcirlS 31IHM GO o
0

Sweepstake
Light Flake

Tuna

490
6 Oz.

Mon ay
VI- i
Thru
New Store
Prices Good While X ask
Saturday
Hours
va.
zioN‘F
Supplys Last! '
,
8-7
'
1\
Lipton
Erwin
Martha White
Instant
Country

Flour

DIET
CENTER

,.

&

Cross Your Heart®
Selected Popular Styles
Including
All Beautiful Ones® bras
and
Super Look® Smoothing Panties

Diet Center Hours
7:00-12;30
2;30-5;30 M-F
10:00-12:00 Sat.
Hwy. 641 N. The Village

secretary.

Sausage

-

DIET CENTER

It's The Total On The
D T
Tape That Counts
No
Warehopse Foods - - ..-

•

-

Across From MSU Stadium

Douglas, state president, and Mrs. Joan
Whayne, state

S331t1d•ISV1 S311ddl1S 31IHM

1,

TACO JOHN
'
S

will meet at 6:30 R.m.
M1irry.3 eibly Nrk.
Murray Band-t 19 Order of the Rainbow ir information call
Ladies day golf will be
Boosters banquet will be for Girls will meet at 7 762-2504, 753-4126,
at 9:30 a.m. at Murray
753-8987 or 762-2667.
at 6 p.m. at Murray p.m. at lodge hall.
Country Club.
High School Cafeteria.
---Mothers Morning Gut
---Free blood pressure
---Ladies day events will
Murray State checks will be given aid Bazaar WorkShop
Libraries will be open from noon to 2 p.m. at will both be at 9 a.m. at be golf and bridge at
from 8 a.m. to 4:30 p.m. Murray Seventh-day First United Methodist 9:30 a.m. and luncheon
Church,
at noon at Oaks Country
Adventist Church.
----

delegates,- representing
23,000 former Kentucky
federal civilian
employees and their
families, will deal with a
number of key retiree

99c

Taco

01* iii Lii 14-111 CAW-061W

Robert Douglas of Murray to preside at state meeting
Kentucky members of
the National Association
of Retired Federal
Employees (NARFE)
will have their state convention on Wednesday
and Thursday, May 16
and 17, at Executive
West Motor Hotel,
Louisville.
During this event,

1

Music meeting Tuesday

Coming community events are announced
Monday, May 14
• Calloway County
Athletic Boosters will
meet at 7 p.m. in
cafeteria of Calloway
County High School.
---Sigma Department of,
Murray Woman's Club
will meet at 7 p.m. at
club house.
---Murray Unit of National Hairdressers will
meet at 6:30 p.m. at
Beauty Box.
---Jackson Purchase
Aububon Society will
meet at 7 p.m. at Broadway Methodist Church,
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Lynn Grove
Large

Tea

Eggs

4 Oz. Jar

5 Lb.

890 $ 1

Reelfoot Bologna 1 Lb. $1.29

99

1.0z69°

Reelfoot Bacon 12 Oz. $1.29

0

Pechglo Panty Sale

cn
•

Reelfoot

Yellow

Wiener

Onions

12 Oz.

"

3 Lb. Bag

Briefs
Briefs
Flair Parities
Flair Panties
Tight Panties
Tight Panties

Reg. 4.00 •
Reg. 4.50 •
Reg. 5.00 •
Reg.5.50 •
Reg25.50 •
Reg.6.00 •

NOW 3 for 10°° -6 for 19°9
NOW 3 for 1P°- 6 for 22°° NOW 3 for 1250 - 6 for 24''°
NOW 3 for 14°° - 6 for 27°°
NOW 3 for 1400 - 6 for 2700
NOW 3 for 15°° - 6 for 29°'

Unbeatable Quality & Value

' o.
C
Fisher 16 Slice Cheese 12 Oz. 99'

8 Pk 16 Oz.

-4

10 Lb.

Plus Deposit

1.c....-.
vz-t,
---1,41ar
ORECY

. L _ ...--.=;,%,
. Oreo
Cookie N' Cream
Sandwich •

TurnerMilk Gal. $2.19

169

Turner 4 Qt. Pail Ice Cream $3.59

6 Pk. Can

$ 1 59 $1 79

•

Potatoes

11•4ek'

- ,

.„..0...r.„,:-

;

r----- --

Coca-Cola, Coca-Cola, Diet
Diet Coke,
Coke, Pepsi,
Sprite or Tab Mt. Dew or Tab

0

Meal

79C $

Cl)

r-

Red

5 Lb.

5
0
0
0

Nunn Better

I

'10
.10%
, •
ORE() i
L_J__ -

99

""'":.,Z:=,

Oreo .
Cookie N' Creaml 49
• On A Stick

Smucker Grape Jolly 32 Oz. 99'

•PRICES GOOD WHILE SUPPLIES LAST•PRICES GOOD WHILE SUPPLIES LAST •PRICES GOOD WHILE SOPPLIES LAST•
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FARM AND AG NOTES

Murray Ledger & Times
A

Better plants seen
for florists, markets

2244
Grain Sorghum
N Braila 2244 has the characteristic - 'nat
iornIse a successful season. 2244 tights
ar)-cf greenbugs —A-rid its ability to
stand strong in the hot, dry weather con-.
trrbutes to vteids Even when th_e weather
-IT`,
•

:•

,e!.1 .00tennal
• -.en oads tot tast dr‘,. down
•.
.ent
milder\ and anthracnose
'es stance
smut and r\IDNIV
•-,es stance to Biotyoe C greenbugs
•
• sdttrtiv -ors wtO very good
ir • *.

FFA FIELD DAY AWARD WINNER — Jamie
Miller. right, of Calloway County High School
was among first place winners in the 32nd annual
Future Farmers of America (FFA) Field Day at
Murray State'University. Miller won first place
In individual horse judging. Presenting the
trophy Is Joe Rathsey, 'Murray State student
committee chairman for the event.

•

See me
for more
information...
and for your
supply of

"SERVING
THE ENTIRE
41110" PURCHASE
AREA"

A%

2244
CARRA WAY
FARMS
Me 4 Box 815
Murray

BUYERS OF
CORN-WHEAT
& SOYBEANS
Grain Merchandising

753-5522

.r•

FFA FIELD DAY AWARD WINNER — Jerry
Lowery, left, of Calloway County High School
was among first place winners in the 32nd annual
Future Farmers of America (FFA) Field Day at
Murray State University. Lowery, ninth grade,
won first place in seed identification. Presenting
the trophy is Gary Taylor, Murray State student
committee chairman for the event.

753E3404

FFA FIELD DAY AWARD — A team from
Calloway County High School won first place
honors in the air-cured tobacco grading competition at the 32nd annual Future Farmers of
America (FFA) Field Day at Murray State
University. Winning team members are, second
from left, Tracy Curd and John Nix. Not shown is
team member Hal Orr. Presenting the trophy is
Randy Cullen, Murray State student committee
chairman for the event.

I.K.T. Auto Parts
Come See Us...

We'll fix you up
504 Maple St. Murray

753-4461

(Across from the First Methodist Chvrch)

Weekdays 7-5 Saturday 8-3
RAILROAD_AVI. MURRAY, KY.

*40**4*.40
,
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certification and stock
By EARL ARONSON
build-up."
AP Newsfeatures
"All of our varieties
You are getting better
garden and pot plants meet rigid standards to
these days because the assure the highest'level
propagators and initial of performance. Horgrowers are giving ticultural certification
florists and super- verifies that each clone
markets better care is true to variety.
Pathological certificainstructions.
For instance, Pan tion assures diseaseAnterican Plant, where free material. After cerI visited recently in tification, motherplants
Florida, supplies in- are reproduced in
structions about tending buildup areas to provide
the millions of rooted the large number of cutand unroded mums, tings to supply producAfrican violets, kalan- tion stock for sales."
At the 100-acre Parchoes and other items it
ships, and provides rish site there are large
dealers with T.I.P.& — plantings of Mascot
Timely Information for mums, Ballet violets,
poinsettias, Aztec
Profitable Sales.
T.I.P.S., published kalanchoes, snapperiodically, informs dragons, Happy Pot and
about varieties, Superstar gerbera
seasonal schedules, in- daisies, Dieffenbachia,
sect and disease control hybrid philodendron,
and culture. It adviser spathophilum and
about potting mediums, pothos.
"We want to give the
feeding for vigor, spraying, •pruning, pinching consumer something to
hang onto after the first
and light.
At Pan American, flowering," Seibert
which has operations at said, showing us some
Parrish and Cortez, new items in the two...
Tom Siebert, marketing acres of greenhouses
representative, told me: (now being doubled),
"Our breeding pro- protected from sun, rain
grams are designed to and cold:
A double exacum, a
meet customer needs.
We take a close look at small purple flowered
customer preference, house plant that after
lower energy needs, bloom may be out back;
redus_ed crop_ time, a light, golden cypress,
longer shelf life and a conifer developed in
more. Breeding is done Holland as an outdoor
by experts from other landscape evergreen in
countries as well as our the south and for in'own internal research doors in the north.
Unusual items include
staff. The breeding process covers a span of coffee as an ornamental
five or more years foliage plant, and
leading up to the in- gopher purge, with a
troduction of the pro- pungent odor hopefully
duct -- initial seed pro- to keep animals from
duction, selection of gardens.
Pan American, a unit
seedlings, intensive
trails for'evaluation, of,George Ball of west
Chicago formed in 1963
as a chrysanthemum
producer, now can handle one million mums
every 10-12 days — of
such varieties as spider,
jackstraw, poni porn,
daisy and football in
white, yellow, pink and
bronze. About 100,000
mums are flowered
each year for testing
and cloning.

•
5'

31.1.**M alk41

BUCHANAN FEED & SEED

ib

See us for all your
feed, bulk garden
seeds, fertilizer and
pet care needs.

ie
4$
01
1i

fg Process
753-5378
Industrial Road
speeds up
*Olt *4.11kaiti*Olt.*4 *.070hAlitt' 114-41%
nature

Experience

THE GREAT CASE
PARTS PRICE
REDUCTION!
Come in and compare our
new prices on over 50,000
genuine Case parts! We
want your parts business
.and we're priced to earn it

No matter where you look
you won't do better in terms
of parts quality, and proven
reliability. And you won't
find a better value for the

When you're double-cropping soybeans
after wheat, you want long-lasting control of
grasses. You want Dual.' Because Dual I4sts
longer to control tough grasses better. Grasses
like crabgrass, fall panicum, signalgrass.
bamyardgrass and even yellow nutsedge.
And you want Dual because-it-could cost
less per treated acre in no-till. In fact, if you
check the cost with your chemical dealer
you'll probably find that Dual costs less- per
the than what you've been using.

But one of the most important reasons
you want Dual is because it works so well surface applied, or incorporated in a single pass
Dual will stay put on the straw and soil surface
for several days until the rains Come. And
then it will wash off the wheat straw to give
you safe, long-lasting control. Isn't that the
kind of control you wantforyour double-crop
soybeans? Of course it is. That's why you
want Dual.

construction equipment
parts you need.

This new pricing policy is
for keeps
not just a limited
time offer. Now you have •
over 50,000 new reasons
to get to know us better.
Case engineered parts,
warranty backed at great
new prices.

-diumesimonmipmei
010
Call us and compare,

UDEN
Alliversary

50'>•

1934 — 1934

McKee! Equipment Co.
MURRAY — 503 WALNUT — 753.3062
PADUCAH — JULIA ST. — 444-0110

FARMINGTON, N.Y.
(AP) — It's compost
time at the races.
Finger Lakes Race
Track is proposing to
mix the manure from its
speedy steeds with
sludge from a local
sewage treatment plant
to create "soil
conditioner."
"The process was invented by Mother
Nature. We just speed it
up a bit," said Stanley
G. Lawson, the track's
consultant on the
system.
Lawson, of Consolidated Consultants
Inc. of Hebron, Ky.,said
other tracks across the
country are using
manure in composting
plants, but he said he
thinks this is the first
proposal that includes
sludge as a catalyst.
Finger Lakes Race
Track produces about
300 cubic yards of horse
manure, dirt and straw
each week between
March and November,
and buries it nearby at a
cost•Nol about $75,000 a
year.
Ontario County,
meanwhile, protluces
about 110 tons of sludge
per month at its sewage
treatment plant and
'
buries it in the town of
Seneca.
Lawson says the mixture could make an excellent fertilizer for
shrubs and lawns —
though not vegetables
and fruits — if mixed at
,a controlled
temperature with proper aeration.
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JOHNSON S('HOLARSHIP RECIPIENTS - Two $400 Ic.,o,•11 E. Johnson
Memorial Theatre Scholarships have been awarded for 1984-85 to theatre
majors at Murray State University. Shown (from left) are recipients Brenda Stringer of Mayfield Route 7 and Christi Kay :McDonald of I.ouisville with
Shirley T. Johnson, whose husband was a faculty member at Murray State
for 22 years before his death in December 1980. Miss Stringer is the daughter
of Mr. and Mrs. Don Stringer and Miss McDonald is the daughter of Mr. and
Mrs. J. B. Garwood of 7702 Norwood in Louisville. Johnson served as director of theatre and chairman of theatre arts on the campus where the theatre
In the Doylc Fine Arts Center bears his name.Ile was also well-known in the
surrounding area for his contributions to theatre. The perpetual scholarship
.fund in his memory Nits itstablished in 1982,
-

-

CARMAN SCHOLARSHIP RECOGNITION - Dr. and Ars. Max
G. Carman were on hand to recognize the two newest recipients of Max
G. Carman
Euclidean Mathematics Club Scholarships at Murray State
University as
Dr. Harvey Elder (right) talks about the awards. Shown with
them are:
(from left„standing).Dr. Donald E. Bennett, chairman of the Department
of
Mathematics; Daniel Clapp of Wingo, recipient of the $500 senior
scholarship for 1954•85; Greg Holloman of Marion, senior recipient for
1983-84; and
Dr. William Shoaff, assistant professor of mathematics. Elder
and Shoaff
are advisers to the Euclidean Mathematics Club. Dr. Carman
retired in 1974
after 46 years as chairman and faculty riieniber in mathematics.

Carmen scholar-ships are given
Two Graves County
students at Murray
State University have
been awarded Max G.
Carman Euclidean
Mathematics Club
Schotarships for the
1984-85 school year.
They are: Daniel
Clapp of Wingo, recipient of the $500 senior
scholarship: and Todd
L. Smith of Mayfield,
recipient of the $300
-junior „scholarship.
Clapp is a mathematics
major and Smith has a
major in computer
science.
A 1981 graduate of
Wingo High School,
Clapp was presented the
junior Carman Scholarship for 1983-84. He is
the son of Lexie and the
late Donna Clapp.
Smith, the son of Mr.
and Mrs. Jerry Smith, is
a 1982 graduate of
Mayfield High School:
The senior scholarship is funded from interest accrued by a base
investment established
in 1981 when Dr. Car,
man's wife, Kathryn R.
Carman, donated
$10,000 on behalf of the
Carman family. Former
scholarship recipients
and other interested
persons have since added to that perpetual
fund.
Both the Euclidean
Mathematics Club and

the Department of
Mathematics have provided support for a
scholarship since 1965.
That award is now
designated for a junior
each year.
Dr. Carman joined the
faculty ih the summerof
1982 as mathematics
chairman and served in
that position 39 years
before - stepping down:
His last seven years
before retirement in
1974 were spent as a

tol si,..;,,t,-,17.,•10
—.--‘--

classroom teacher. Mrs.
Carman taught
marketing from 1957 to
1973.
He earned the B.A.,
M.A. and Ph.D. degrees
at the University of Illinois where he was Phi
Beta Kappa and completed his doctoral work
at the age of 21. His 45
years of uninterrupted.
'service as a facility
member at Murray
State are a_ school
record.

Two Tompkinsville
residents and two from
Jefferson County were
Frisco Drake
among the five people
FOR TUESDAY,MAY15,1964
killed in traffic acWhat kind of day wW tomor- PISCES
cidents on Kentucky
row be? Ts_ fietLeit what the (Feb.19 to Mar.20) )(C.
roads this weekend,said
stars say, read the forecast
An adviser may not have
state police. •
even for your birth slim.
your best interests at heart.
The deaths raise the
Don't let others belittle your
ARIES
(Mar.21 to 'Apr. 19) erd4 efforts. Keep your own state's traffic fatality
count to 202, compared
You'll meet with shrewd counsel for now.
to 238 for the same
bargainers in business.
Beware of unscrupulous
period last year.
YOU BORN TODAY have
types. You'll be privy to an inJeff Mails, 14, was
business acumen, but are
vestment tip.
killed
at 8:20 p.m. Saturmore drawn to a professional
TAURUS
day after the car in
career.
You
do
well
in
partner(Apr.20 to May 20) 61
(ii?
Don't close your ears when ship and may have a talent for which he was riding
others try to communicate. diplomacy. You work best overturned twice on a
You'll only create tension. when inspired and often curve on Kentucky 163,
Financial agreements are choose a creative vocation. about 4 miles south of
likely by nightfall.
GEMINi
4May21 toJune20) 11114r
.
Someone on the job
LENZBURG, the accident Saturday,
misconstrues your words.
Don't feel obligated to make Switzerland (API - An and doctors said they
disclosures to a prying person. attempt by 880 people-to had to amputate _ the
Supportcomesfrom partners. stage the world's badly mangled hand
CANCER
largest tug of war ended and part of a forearm of
(June21 toJuly22) 080(C) in chaos
when the a 65-year-old man.
Unkind remarks are made
Ten people were taken
by a jealous person. Friends 350-yard-long nylon rope
can distract you from work snapped and lashed to hospitals, and the rest
routine. Get help if you need it. through the crowd, in- were treated on the
juring 24 people, police scene, police said. They
LEO
(July 23to Aug.22) 44
2 said.
said organizer had
Others are subtle in
thought that a break in
methods. A family member
Police in the canton, the inch-thick rope
may be manipulative. Take or state, of Aargau said
would only send people
time to get to know a co- two
children and one tumbling "like
worker socially. Be gracious.
woman, lost fingers in dominoes."
VIRGO
(Aug.23 to Sept. 22) nP%.
Care is needed in communications. If you say
something critical, you may
meet with verbal abuse. Don't
Ron 8.
make enemies.
Joyce's
LMRA
(Sept. 23 to Oct. 22) -CLE.1
—
Chances are, if someone is
upset with yoa,- it's about
money. A word of kindness
now would ratan much to a
family member.
SCORPIO
(Oct.23to Nov.21)
. To be able to distinguish
between friend and foe is
essential. However,don't shut
out loved ones. Some lieople
you caritrust.
SAGITTARIUS
atitit#
(Nov. M to Dec.21)
Mental fatigue could occur
today. Push too hard and you
won't able to think clearly.
Save time for peace and relaxation.
CAPRICORN
(Dec.22toJan.19)
This is not the time to show
off creative efforts. Indifference on the part of others is
a sign of envy. Keep perfecting talents.
AQUARIUS
(Jan.20to Feb.18) Nobody can express
thoughts exactly as you do.
Still, some people might steal
an idea of yours and take
credit for it themselves.

ar ends in chaos

Tompkinsville, state
police at Columbia said.
In Jefferson County,
Richard L. Murray, 39
of Crestwood, died
about 11:50 p.m. Saturday when his vehicle
ran off Kentucky 22.
Also Saturday afternoon, Gladwyn Lewis of
Port Charlotte, Fla.,
was killed when the car
he was a passenger in
left Interstate 75 near
Fort Mitchell and turned over several times
after blowing a rear
tire.
Separate

-
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Jane Rogers
753-9627
201 S. 6th
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THE MEAT PEOPLE
Monday/Tuesday Specials

Nice

2519"

DWAIN TAYLOR
C-HEVR 0 LET
641 S. Murray

753-2617
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FIELDS BACON

I

• 602 Broadway
Paducah, Ky.
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Apple and Apple low, are tew,der,,,I I, ln,arks

Apple l's,mtpLitr,in

LB.

1 LB.

lir

FRESH CRISP LETTUCE. .39%EAD
PLUS SPECIAL SAVINGS WITH ONE FILLED BONUS CERTIFICIATE

CHARMIN

PARK --Al \

69` k29G

YAIEGGS
RC
)
CORONET,
R'

SUGA

ggyit8c

H/H
COFFEE
$188

Be! Air tenter
Murray, Ky.

•Minimim••
mulr

l9
120.. 89c

BIG JOHN BREAD
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1971 Chevrolet Pickup
With Topper

ktliortupll•raler
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Like a good
neighbor
State Farm is Mere

Ii

With an Apple' IIc
Personal Computer, your grad's education doesn't
have to stop with a cap & gown. Graduating to high
school, college or a career can be easier with an
Apple He.
This graduation give the gift of knowledge that lasts
a lifetime. The Apple Itc.

==

•ti•
!Health!
ate Far

Weekday Specials for Just $3.69
Monday-8 oz. Chopped Steak 'N Stuff
Tuesday-6 oz. Sirloin Steak
Wednesday-6 oz. Sirloin Tips
Thursday-8 oz. Chopped Steak 'N Mushrooms
Weekday Specials include Soup & Salad
Bar, Choice of Potato or Roll
Soup & Salad Bar $2.29 Mon.-Thurs.

•,,

Celebrate your
graduate's achievement
with a gift that opens
up new world's of
opporutnity.

•••••• =

•

•

Krq, Thai Grad 01 new*
With Gazazias Of Part&

One good
mind
deserves
another.

••••••

Diane Elaine
Schweiss, 19. of
Louisville was killed at
1:30 a.m. Saturday
when the car in which
she was riding left Interstate 64 at Mellwood
Avenue.

that S just right for you

LEAN PORK STEAKS

c•M•

ac-

James Hammer. 23 of
Tompkinsville, died
shortly after midnight
Friday when his car left
Kentucky 1049 six miles
north of the city.

4"-

• 1ik,-4,1

.••••

traffic

cidents earlier Saturday
claimed the lives Of
other Tompkinsville and
Jefferson County
residents.

When you're sick or hurt, you
deserve some old-fashioned
personal attention...
check with State Farm for a health insurance program

0,
-
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Five die in weekend accidents
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Knicks
knocked off
1) Celtics
BOSTON (AP) — If at
first you don't succeed,
you can try, try again.
The New York Knicks,
however, won't get
another chance to beat
the Celtics in Boston.
The Celtics jumped_ on
top quickly and, like the
early leader in the other
_ six games of the National Basketball
Association playoff
series, went on
win
Sunday for _the fourth
straight time at home.
By routing,the Knicks
121-104 in the seventh
and decisive game, the
Celtics earned the right
to play host to
Milwaukee Tuesday
night in the opener of
the best-of-seven
Eastern Conferencefinal.
"It'll be difficult for
the Bucks to beat the
Celtics. The Celtics are
playing very well," said
,Bernard King, who has
first-hand knowledge of
Boston's ability.
.-The -Knicks— brilliant
forward averaged 35.7
points per game, including six over the 40
• mark, in his first 11
- --playoff contests- but was
held to seven in the first
half Sunday.
By the time he got his
first field goal, nearly
ttree minutes into the
-second period, Boston
already had a 44-30 lead.
The edge never dipped
below nine points_after_
that,.
"I told the players the
Knicks were going to go
to King from the start
and we had to do all we
could to stop that," said
Boston Coach 'MC.
4ones.
Offensively. the
Celtics wanted to give
the ball to. Larry Bird,
who ended up with a
-career playoff-high of 39
point%
""The--game_ plan was
to go to Larry and get
him started —quick,"
Jones said. "He was going well and we kept going there."
"I was concerned
about getting off to a
good start because the
team that led early had
won each game," said
Bird. In five of the seven
games, including_ Sun-

CC, MHS track
teams place 2nd
in regional meet

,to

the _winaingleank
never trailed.
Bird had 15 points in
the first quarter, which
ended with Boston
ahead 36-26. In the first
six games, the team
leading after the opening period went on to
win. The other trend on
,-Boston's side was six
consecutive home-team
victories in the series.
The Knicks were led
by King with 24 points
and Bill Cartwright with
19. Robert Parish had 22
for Boston.

REGIONAL MEET — Both Calloway
County and Murray High placed runnerup
in their respective classes in the regional
track meet at Paducah Tilghman, Saturday.(Above) the Laker track team finished
higher than any other team in the school's
history. Members of the 1984 squad include
(front row, from left) Kim Tvvigg,
Manager, Mark Charlton, Scott Nix, Tony
Ray, Greg Baker, Darryl Harris, Barry
Knight, Richard Dowdy, Mark 'Turtle'
Thorn, Harry Coles (second row) Mark
'Frog' Thorn, Danny Fleming, Darin Loftis, Tim Torsak, Joey McCallon, David
Lawrence, Jeff Cooper, Randy Sons, (third
row) Coach Stan Simmons,Glenn Brandon,
Jay Herndon, Timmy Manning, Corey
Huie, Rhett Matthews, Jeff Orr, Dana Armstrong, Coach Jim'Nix,(not'pictured)Todd
Albritton.
(LEFT PHOTO) Dwayne Gammons set a
new Murray High record by throwing the
discus 148-6/
1
2for first place in the (lass A
regional competition. He also %'on the shot
with a 45-10 effort.

Racer tennis team places two in nations top 100 MO-141 R0
-La , —
Fresno State eliminated
Murray State, 5-1, from
the prestigious National
Invitational Tournament of Tennis after
winning three-three set
matches in Saturday's
competition.
The University of
Kentucky ended up winning the -overall team
standingswith a 5-4 victory over Illinois in Sunday's finals. ArkansasLittle Rock finished
third among the tournament's 14 teams, followed by Maryland. Florida
State, California-Long
Beach State, host Northeast Louisiana,
Southwestern Louisiana
and consolation winner
Northwestern (La.)
State,
Kentuck-y's No. 1
player, Paul Varga, who
-won all four of his

singles,matches and his
only douples match, was
named most valuable
player of the four-day
tournament,
But while the Racers
failed to win the championship of the NITT,
they concluded one of
their most successful
•campaigns ever with
twolindividuals gaihing
national recognition.
No. 1 singles player
Bobby Montgomery and
No.2 Barry Thomas
were both listed among
the nation's top 100
players in the,most recent standings. Mon-tgomery, who won 34
"matches and lost only
10. was ranked 74th and
Thomas, 37-6, was listed
at No.97. One more
ranking will be released
this year.
"It's quite an honor to
have two players in the

top 100," MSU Coach
Bennie Purcell said.
—That's the first time
we've ever had that
happen."
Another first for the
Racers, who finished
with a team record of
29-6, was having all six
singles players win 30 or
more matches in a
single. _season. Behind
Thomas (37-6) on the
team was fellow senior
Steve Massed with a
37-7 mark. Freshman
John Brunner ended up
36-7, Johan Tanum was
32-5, followed by Montgomery, 34-10, and Jens
Berghrahm, 31-9.
"It's going to be even
tougher next year trying
to replace Thomas and
Massad," Purcell said.
"Thomas won 81 matches in two years which
no one, not even Mats
Ljungman, has ever

done before, and
Massad won over 70
matches in his three
years as a starter. We'll
be lucky to have this
good of a team next
year."
Although the Racers
were disappointed in
their performance in the
NITT, Purcell said just
being invited •to the
tourney for the third
straight year was "an
unbelievable hopor."
"We felt like we could
play with any team
down there," Purcell in-

sisted, "but you've got
to be on the very top of
your game at every
position when you go
against some of the best
competition in the nation. We had a couple of
players get sick Saturday and we had to shuffle our lineup."
Berghrahm, who
came down with a virus
and had to be replaced
by freshman Bo
or
Gunderson, and Mon.
tgomery who became ill
during his final match.
(Continue on Page'9)

MeEnroe beats Lendl in T of C
NEW YORK (AP) —
John McEnroe, playing
his aggressive, attacking game, defeated
Czechoslovakia's Ivan
Lendl 6-4, 6-2 Sunday to
successfully defend his
title in the 1500,00

Mercedes Tournament
of Champions at the
West Side Tennis Club.
I

was Mc E
oe's
eventh tourname t victory of 1984 and his
d
conscutive match win.

PADUCAH, Ky. — For the first time in
Calloway County High School's history the Laker
track team placed as high as second in the Class
AA regional meet Saturday. The Laker boys were a long second behind host
and regional champ Paducah Tilghman, 199 to
96%, but the distance didn't daunt the CCHS
spirit. Webster County was a distant third behind
CCHS with 64 points.
The Murray High boys track program was also
'celebrating a runnerup finish in the. Class A
results and the qualifying of 10 athletes in 11
events for the substate.
The girls programs for both schools saw last
year's regional champion Lady Lakers drop to
fourth place this year, qualifying 11 girls for the
sectional or substate meet which will take place
in Owensboro, Friday and Saturday. The Lady
Tigers, who didn't even have a team last year,
placed ninth out of 11 teams Saturday and Diana
Ridley became the sole MHS substate qualifier
by placing fourth in the shot.
• • •
In Saturday's boys' results, Todd Albritton
was the ironman for the Lakers as he qualified
for the Class AA substate in four events — high
jump,400 and 2007neter runs and the mile relay.
Only the top four competitors in each event
qualify for the substate.
Although Albritton qualified in four events, only one Laker — Barry Knight — won an individual regional championship. The CCHS
junior placed first overall in the 1,600 meter run
with a 4:36.79 clocking.
Other CCHS athletes who qualified include
Darryl Harris, mile relay; Tim Torsak and
Richard Dowdy, high hurdles; Glenn Brandon,
discus and shot; Jay Herndon, mile relay; Mark.
Charlton, 1600 meters; Timmy Manning, 3200
meters; Mark 'Turtle' Thorn, pole vault; and
Tonyilay, 800 meter relay.
• • •
For'the Tigers, Dwayne Gammons was a twoevent winner as he plaee'd first in the-shot and set-al new MHS record with his discus throw of
148-6%. Gammons was one of five MHS athletes
to win first-place in their respective events.
The others included Mark Boggess, 6-foot-4
high jump; Tommy Wagner,50.57 time in the 400
meter run; George Moore, 2:03.95 time in 800
meters; and,..jason Billington, 10:12.55 time in
3,200 meters.
Along with,the first-place qualifiers, MHS will
send Andy Parks, high hurdles, high jump, 1,600
meter relay; Rodney Skinner,,,long jump; and
the 800 meter relay team of Skinner, James Kendall, Marcus Cavitt and John McFeron to the
substate.
The Tigers were runnerup in team standings to
Fort Campbell, 130 to 107, and third-place Trigg
County, the defending Class A state champion,
scored 98 points.
"We did as well as I expected us to," said MHS
Coach Jimmy Harrell who added up possible
points before Saturday's meet. "But Fort Campbell did better than I thought they would. They
beat us with depth this year. We got more firstplaces than they did, but every time we got a
first in an event it seemed like they got both second and third."
Harrell pointed out, however, that with the
reduced field in the substate, the Tigers and
Falcons would be on more even terms depthwise.,
The substate for Class A this year will be held
Saturday at Fort Campbell.
• • •
The Lady Lakers qualified two girls as the
regional champions in their events. Amberly
Moss placed first in high jump (5-2) and Kris
Miller, first in 100 meter hurdles with the best
time in the state this year (15.99).
Other CCHS girls who will make the trip to
Owensboro include, Marcia Grimes in three
events — 200 and 400 meter runs and mile relay;
Kim Hopkins, discus; Tina Jackson, shot; Connie Ross, 1600 meters; Shana Tabors, Amy Pyle,
Angie Halley, Tina Chandler, 800 relay; and
Pam Torsak, mile relay. ,

Artcraft Photography
•
1AA., I
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MONDAY-THURSDAY
SPECIALS

Prevent over-tired
muscles and learn to _
pace yourself with lips from Dr. Allen Seiner._

/
1 2 Order
$359
r+ Fish Fillets
'All You Can Eat'
Fish Fillets
$499
Above

See it on Lifetime
Cable Channel 23.

Announcing
the opening of

CABLE
VISION

$599

A 5 Oz. Steak With 10 Gulf Shrimp
Served With House Salad, Roll, Potato

Country Dinner
Plate

118 South 12st St. 753-0035

--2

Include Slaw, Hushpuppies, Potato.
Salad Bar 99' With Dinner

ti Steak
o Dinner& Shrimp

Wedding Photographs
Custom Framing
Film Processing

Weekend
Athlete

k.

MURPIAY
riktvis,uoiw,.lotvy•I('ONG'

$359

•

Choice of Meat N' Three Vegetables

Bel Air
'
Shopping Center
'Call
753-5005

-

Seven Seas
Restaurant

•,
•

The
Suntan Shop
Goldwater, Ky.(Hwy. 121)
. Located In Betty Darnell's Beauty Shop, Next Door To Ginger's
Antiques.

Call 489-2582

I

For' An AppointmCnt

Highway 1141 North
'
753-4141
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Pagliai.s. FOP
ictorious in
Friday twinhull
Paglial's add FOP
were the winners in Friday night's Little
League doubleheader at
the city-county park.
Pagliai's blanked D&W
Auto Parts, 12-0, in five
innings and FOP nipped
Druthers, 11-10.
Bruce Thurmond and
Kent Dodd limited D&W
to only two hits, both
singles, and the 10-run
rule was used in the fifth
inning for the first time
this season.
Joey Waller hit a double and a single and
Benji Kelly and Scott
Lyons each had a pair of
hits for Pagliai's.
FOP held off Druthers
in the bottom of the
sixth to maintain the
one-run lead for the vie,
tory. Ryan Malone and
Clint Hutson pitched for
the victors.
Chris Dill (two singles
and a double), Clint Hutson (two singles) and
Joey Bazzell (triple)
'were the heavy hitters
for FOP while Heath
Walls (two singles) and
David Potts (double)
Were the standouts for
Druthers.
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Murray draws bye
in regional playoff

F

Regional Tournament

oShoe

May 15.17
Tuesday, 2 p.m.
The pairings for the regional bac:ph:411 tournament were announced at Sunday's meeting
at Murray 'High School, host of this year's
playoff.
The host Tigers, the team with the best
record _(19-3) among the six schools
represented, will receive a first-round bye
along with Hopkinsville (10-3).
Because of the possibility of rain, the tournament has been shortened to a three-day affair with two games on both Tuesday and
Wednesday and bthe championship on Thursday. The tourney will be played at Murray
State's Reagan Field. Admission will be $1 for
everyone.
Tuesday's games include Caldwell County
(6-5) against Christian County (7-12) at 2 p.m.
and Marshall County (10-6) playing Livingston. County (9-5) at 4:30 p.m. Murray
plays the Caldwell-Christian County winner
Wednesday at 2 p.m. and Hopkinsville plays
the Marshall-Livingston winner at 4:30 p.m.
Thursday's final will begin at 4 p.m.

CHRISTIAN CO

Your discount parts supermart
Do it yourself...save big bucks!
Car & truck parts...save 10-50%

Wednesday, 2 p.m.

MURRAY HIGH

llajor League Baseball
AMERICANLEAOUE
' - Toronto ar-Cleveland 2 purl
EAST DIVISION
rain
W
L
Pct
GB
Chicago 8 Texas 1
I leirfat
26
5
839
Monday's Games
Toronto
le
13
594
7L.
Boston 'Ojeda 3 2, at Cleveland
Baltimore
18
It
529
Benenna
,n,
Milwaukee
15
16
484 11
California /Zahn 4 2 , at
Cleveland
12
16
429 124 Baltimore oMcGregor 63,. n ,
New York
13 19
406 13iii
Seattle
Vande Berg 2.1, at
Boston
13 20
394 14
Detroit 1 Petry 5.1,. o n
WEST DIVISION
Oakland 'Sorensen I 4 • at New
Minnesota
19
17
528 7
York INiekro 5-i o n o
California
19 17
628 Narbfas City 194bettilgef1 111 al
18 17
Oakland
514
Chicago 'Seaver 3-2, int Seattle
18 17
514
4.
Chicago
16 17
485 P,
Kansas City
12 18
100_ 4
NATIONAL LEAGUE
Texas
12. -22
353 6
EAST DIVISION
Saturday's Games
W
I. Pct GEI
California 4. Detroit 2
New York
18
13
561 Cleveland 8, Toronto 4
Chicago
18
14
563
Minnesota 4. Milwaukee 2
Philadelphia 16
16
500 2i,
Texas 6. Chicago 4
Montreal
16
17
485 3
Oakland 12. Baltimore 2
St Louis
16 la
457
4
Seattle 5, New York 0
Pittsburgh
10
lio
345 7
Kansas City 3. Boston 0
WEST DIVISION
Sunday's Games
Los Angeles
22 15
595 New York?. Seattle 0
Cincinnati
19 15
559 it,
Baltimore 5, Oakianit
Atlanta
18
15
545 2
Milwaukee 4, Minnesota 1
San Diego
18
15
545 2
Kansas City 5, Boston 1
Houston
14
II
424
C'alifornia at Detroit, ppd . rain
San Francisco 13 21
rs).2
•

Championship
LIVIN6STON CO.

Friday, 4 p.m.

Tuesday, 4:30 p.m.

MARSHALL CO)

Wednesday, 4:30 p.m.

H()PKINSN'ILLE

PAC& II

SCOREBOARD

at Murray State's
Reagan Field

CAI DWI,

MONDAI. MAI' 14. 1984

Admission $1

di

Saturdays Games
Chicago 5 Houston 4
Cm,lanai] 2 §t Louis 1
igrPa York 4 Ltii-AngeleS-3
San Francisco 8. Montreal 7
Atlanta 4, islitsburgh 3
Philadelphia 3, SSA Diego 2
Sunday's Games
Atlanta Li. Pittsburgh 6, 10 inning St Louis 6. etneinnati 2
Los Angeles 5. Neu York 3
San Francisco 4. Montreal 3
Phihidelpftti A. San Dle,g0..3
Houston 1 Chicago 0 •
Monday s Gas
Houston 1Knepper 3-4- at Pot*
..abigall.lottlaiM-1,:t.i. LILL -.
-Montreal / Gulhukson 0-3. at Sat
L)esgo 4Thurinorid
in.
Philadelphia o Hudson 32. at ii Angeles , Reuss 2-1
n

hock e

Pro Basketball •
NBA Playoff Glance
Saturday. May 12
Los Angeles 110 Phoenix 94 Los
(CoMerence Sandinals
Angeles
leads series 1-0
Mist at Seven)
EASTERN CONFERENCE
Tuesday. May 15
•
Phoenix at Los Angeles
Boston vs New York
Fnday, May18
Sunday, May 13 •
Los Angeles at Phoenix
Boston 121, New York WC Boston
Sunday, May 20
wins series 4-3
Milwaukee vs. New Jersey
Loa Angeles at Phoenix. TEA
,
Wednesday, May 23
Thursdiy. May 10
Milwaukee 2.44 New. Jersey 87. __Phoenix at Los_Anggles
Milwaukee wins series 4-2
Frodayclilei25-Los Angeles at Phoenix
WESTERN CONFERENCE
Sunday, May 27 or Monday, May 28
Los Angeles es. Dallas
Phoenix at Lox Angeles TB& if
Tuesday, May
necessary
Los Angeles 115. Dallas 99, Los
Angeles wins series 4-1
Utah vs Phoenix
Thursday, May 10
Phoenix 102. Utah 82. Phoenix
.1.119 series 4-4
NASHVILLE, Tenn.

National Hockey League
Playoffs Al A Glance
STANLEY CUP FINALS
Thursday May 10
Edmonton 1, N Y Islande-s
Saturday May 12
N Y Islanders 6, Edm,: •
_series tied 1 I
Tuesday. May 15
• N V Islanders at Edmonton
Thursday. May 17
N V Islanders at Edmonton
Saturday, May 19
N V Islanders at Edmonton
Tuesday. May 22- Edmonton at N V Islanders if
necessary
Thursday. May 24
Edmonton at N V Islanders if
necessary -

Pro (;o11.

DA1-1...AS AP o - Top final scores
in the $500.000 Byron Nelson Golf
Classic on the 7,002-yard, par-71.
Las Colinas Sports Club course
Craig Stadler
70-71-64-71-276
David Edwards
68-75-69-65-223
(AP-) - Neil Bonnett ----Tortrwatian --73-77664dr--14-494018-=
ou-t-ra-ct d Darrell--Andy-fiesrt
Dave Barr
67-73-73-67-280
Waltrip to the finish line Mike Smith •
7447-68-72-285
Ben
Crenshaw
73-72-70-66-2,,1
Saturday night to capDan'Potil
73-71-71-66-281
ture a NASCAR Grand Mark O'Meara
74-71-66-71 2412
National victory in the Wayne Levi
74-73-69-643-282
Hal *union
75-68-71-66-282
$217,006 Coors 42fY it Tom Kite
72-73-68-69-282
Nashville Raceway.
Payne Stewart
75-70-68-69-282

Racing

DISTRICT CHAMPS - .Murra) High. host of the regional
-tournament at Murray State's Reagan Field this week, is the
Sixth District champion with the best record in the tournament
field (19-3). The >Tigers have won the district seven ('On-,

•
secutive times under head coach Cary Miller and will be
shooting for their sixth regional title in seven yean; this
season.

Scramble golf tourney planned at MCC
"We believe this tournament will grow into
one of the most popular
golf events in the area in
time."
That was the assessment the other day of
Dr. Burton Young,
chairman of the 1st Annual Inter-City FourMan Scramble tournament to be played this
weekend at the Murray
Country Club.
The tournament,
scheduled for Saturday
and Sunday is open to

members of all three of
the clubs in Murray the Oaks Country Club,
Miller Memorial and
Murray Country Club.
Although no handicaps will be needed,
Young said the players
will be rated A. B, C or
D by a selection committee in making up the
teams. Each team will
be made up of one
player from each of
those levels as their
names are drawn from
a hat at 5:30 p.m,

Racer tennis ...
were not up to par when
the Racers took. on
Fresno State.
"Fresno's got an excellent team," Purcell
noted, "but with our
starting lineup I feel we
could have at least gone
3-3 against them in the

singles. But when we
had to substitute and
everyone had to move
up one, well, there
wasn't much we could
do - and still we had
three matches in three
sets that could have
gone either way."

Friday.
as late as the player's
The teams then will be Saturday starting time.
auctioned to the highest
Players wishing to
bidder, or group of bid- participate are urged to
ders, in a "Calcutta- call the pro shop at the
type" auction, beginn- club, 753-9430, or Dr.
ing at 6:30 A.m. the Young at 753-1206 or
same evening. Winners 759-1020. before 6 p.m.
will receive both mer- Thursday. May 17.
chandise and cash
A dance also has beet,
awards.
scheduled for Saturday
The tournament will night in connection with
be "shotgun started" at the tournament.
"A scramble tourna1 p.m. both days.
The $20 entry fee in- ment is one of the real
cludes a practice round fun kind of tournaments
Friday and may be paid in golf, and we think this
one has the potential of
being one of the most ex(Continue from .Pg.8)
citing and competitive
Of our coming season at
The results or satur- the Murray Country
day's matches include: Club," Young said.
Fresno State 5. Murray State 1
Eric Seagle d
Bobby Mon.
tgomery.7.6,2-6, 7-5; Barry Thomas
d Bill Wakefield, 6-2, 6-0; Paul
Roybal d. Steve Massa& 6-3. 6-3,
Virmy Guldicelli d. John Brunner.
4-6, 6-4, 7-6; Peter Billgert d. Johan
Tanum. 7-6. 2-6, 6-3; Chris Medal d.
...Bort' Gunderson, 6-2, 7-6.

PA
140
203
266
322
199
212
242
274
275

316
249
275
310
229
261
202
254
251

Friday's Games
Washington 31, New Jersey 17
Memphis 38, San Antonio 14
Birmingham 42. Jacksonville 10
Chicago 29, Denvez 17
Saturday's Game
-Houston 47, Pittsburgh 26
Sunday's Games
New Orleans 10. Michigan 3
Philadelphia 18, Los Angeles 14
Oakland 14. Arizona 3
Monday's Game
Oklahoma at Tampa Bay
Friday, May 18
• BirmhIgham at Chicago
Saturday, May 19
Memphis at Oakland
Jacksonville at Philadelphia
Denver at Arizona
Sunday, May 20
Oklahoma at Houston
San Antonio at Washington
New Orleruis at Tampa Bay
Michigan at Los Angeles
Monday, May 21
.
Pittsburgh at New Jersey

McNutt
Southsid•
Court Sq

753-4451
State Auto
Insurance
Companies

Mr

A bargain you don't,
have to shop for

Get To Know Us
Come In & Get Acquainted With
Parker Fords Service Department...

"PAN.
At

From left, Royce Wilson. Brian Wilkerson. Tommy Lyons, Margie Mc(lard.
Hayford Henry. Larry Poyner, Doug Harrell. rat Watkins, Donnie Birdsong,
Glen Barnett. and Steve Sammons.

Our Service Department Personnel Have Over 150
Years Of Combined Experience In Automotive Service Work. Each Of Our Technicians Is Certified By
The National Institute For Automobile Service Excellence In One Or More Of The Following Areas:
*Engine Repair
*Automatic Transmissions &
Trans Axie
*Heating & Air Cond.
*Engine Performance

*Front Ends
.
*Manual Drive Train
&-A-xtes
*Brakes
'*Electrical Systems

Get To Know Us When You Need Us
You'll Be Glad You Did!
24 HR. WRECKER SERVICE
Night Phones
753-3338 or 753-1833

.447

Tv4

The people who bring you electricity

•

•
-•••k-

Southside Center

IS A ,„T
Goo AGE"

Dan

West Kentucky ELECTRICITY.
Rural Electric - g7tyrrmmoosntey
Coop. Corp.
753-511

ourh 12th street 753-8971

614 S. 4th St.
Murray. Fain Ins. Bid..

pair
(

PURDOM
THURMAN
AND
McNUTT

To get' the greatest possible value from electricity, use it efficiently By avoiding
waste, you'll save on your electric bills without giving up comfort or
convenience. Now that's ,a bargain'

Pipes EL
Accessories'
15 Blends of
Pipe Tobacco
The Smoke Shoppe

11
10
0
1ANC
I

We'd like to have the opportunity to show you what we
mean with quality protection and service. Call us
today.

Electricity is still a good value - and we make sure it's there whenever you
need it. We deliver electricity to your home 24 hours a day - and with it comes
the comfort and convenience you expect

EASTERN CONFERENCE
Milwaukee vs. Boston
Tuesday, May 15
Mirefaukee at Boaton
Thbrsday, May 17
Milwaukee at Boston
_ Remainder of games TBA
WESTERN CONFERENCE
Phoenix vs, Los Angeles

BEST
stflUn r

USFL Weekend Update
United States Football League
EASTERN CONFERENCE
Atlantic
W L T Pct, PF
Philadelphia
11
0
1
917 318
New Jersey
9 3 0
750 306
Pittsburgh
167 199
2 10 0
Washington
2 10 0 .167 180
Southern
Birmingham
10 2 0 .833 346
Tampa Bay
777 278
8 3 0
8 .4 0 .667 242
New Orleans
Memphis
5 7 0 .417 208
Jacksonville
4 8 0 .333 238
WESTERN CONFERENCE
Central
Houston
7 5
583 393
Michigan
583280
7 5
Oklahoma
6 5
545 170
Chicago
4
333 272
San Antonio
333 172
4 8
Pacific
Denver '
5 0 .588 257
Arizona
5 7 0 .417 290
Los Angeles
7 0 .417 204
Oakland
3 9 0 .250 133

-COnference Finals

Parker Ford Inc.
701 Main

Murray

753-5273

'

•

4.
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CLASSIFIED ADVERTISEMENTS
1.Legal
T, tranItlin nomas
Lamb, as of May 12,
1984 will no longer be
respoirstb1r -for any
debts other than my
own.

By Abigail
Van Buren

NOTICE OF SALE
OF PERSONAL
PROPERTY AT
BLIC 41t-110Ni
NOTICE
IS
HEREBY GIVEN by

Wife's Sunbathing Provokes
Couple's Heated Discussion
DEAR ABBY: I am a 45-year-old
professional man. My wife, who is
42, recently had breast implants
because after bearing children her
breasts were not as full and firm as
they once were.
We recently attended a convention in a city where the daytime
temperature was in the low 50s with
brisk winds. I wore a light topcoat.
After attending meetings alone one
day, I returned to my hotel early in
the afternoon and stopped at the bar
to have a drink with a colleague. I
was surprised to see my wife in a
bikini-"sunbathing," with occasional walks around the outdoor
pool, which was in clear view of the
bar. She and a well-endowed teenage girl were the only two people at
the pool during the 30 to 45 minutes
I was in the bar. The two of them
attracted a large crowd of spectators
from the bar.
Later I asked her if it wasn't a bit
chilly to be sunbathing. She became
very defent,ve and accused me of
going through a "midlife crisis"!
Abby, after reflecting on the incident, I honestly believe I would
have had .the same -feeling had I
been 25. I haven't mentioned it to
her again, but do you think it's
possible that she is the one going
_through the midlife crisis?
MIDLIFE CRISIS

DEAR UNEASY: Apparently
your daughter is trying to provide her child with at least the
trappings of a normal family
life, which is to her credit.
Don't judge her. Perhaps it
was the child's idea to call him
"Daddy.".Be kind. And be quiet.

DEAR CRISIS: There may be
a "crisis," but it has nothing to
do with -her age or yours. Your
wife was proud of her new body
and couldn't wait for more
appropriate weather to show it
off. (She should have.) Her
feelings are understandable, but
her timing was bad.

•
(Problems? What's bugging
you?'Unload on Abby, P.O. Box
38923, Hollywood, Calif. 90038.
For a personal reply, please en'close a stamped, self-addressed
envelope.)

WE SHOULD TAKE
BALLROOM DANCING
MARCIE...

Jr1

•••

15 ABOUT
"SOUND"

CROSSWORD PUZZLER

DEAR ABBY: Our daughter,
"Ella," a single parent, has a 3 I '2year-old daughter. Ella and our
granddaughter had been living with
us until a few months ago when
they moved in with Ella's boyfriend.
Last weekend my husband and I
went to pick up our granddaughter
for the weekend. As we were leavin4
Ella said to the child, "Kiss Daddy
goodbye" (referring to her live-in
lover.
Our mouths fell open. Needless to
say, since they aren't married, we
don't think it's right for Ella to tell
her child to call this man "Daddy."
I believe Ella has told her neighbors that she and this man are
married, and in order to make it
appear so; she wants the child to
call him "Daddy."
I haven't said anything to Ella
yet, and I won't until I hear from
you.
UNEASY

4 Danish island
ACROSS
'
1 water nymph 5 Falls in drops
Answer to Previous Puzzle
,s
6 Lasso
6 Symbol for
A R
S
cii
11 Noisier
ruthenium
!M
Til
E
12 Extreme
7,Kind of
I
A
14 Latin
type' abbr
A
conjunction
8 Wine cup
R
A
15 Dry
9 Measure of
E
A
A
17 Poker stake
Aveight pi
A
18 Raver wand Jor.i. the tear
E
1S
u
1 i;
11 Smallest
20 Musical
Al
U
A R
number
drama
13 Doctrine
23 Unit of
A
E
Japanese
16 Act
0 0 I.
L
19 Chinese
currency
Kill A I. 0
,o Er
24 Highlander
factions
, BAR
TARS
DAYS
21 Shore bird
26 Scorches
28 Rupee: abbr 22 Malicious
burning
29 Choir voice
' 47 Arabian
37 Land
3-1-Fer -------25 Civil IfilUftee - surrounded
'chieftain •
27 Backless
33 Develop
49 Sicilian
by water
35 Noose
seat
38 Athletic
volcano
36 Twist
30 Underground
group
52 Large bird
parts of plant 40 Walks wearily 54 Vast age
physically
32 A month
39 Direction
41 Rapacious
57 For instance
42 txists
34 Court order
person
58 French article
43 Pigpens
36 Goddess of 44 Long, deep 60 Hypothetical
45 Unit of Italian
the hunt
force
cut
currency
46 Beverage
48 Vapid 50. Malay gibbon
51Zitie
53 Partner
55 Member of
Parliament:
abbr.
56 Beast._
59 Charlie
Brown's dog
61'Lebanese
religious sect
62 Workmen

WHATEVER

DO -ME WALTZ,THE FOX TROT
AND THE TANGLE...
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1.Legal
McNeill on Dec. 3rd,
1979, which is now in
default._ that _tha_property described below
will be publicly offered for sale and sold
to the highest bidder,
for cash, cashier's
check or other "good"
funds on June 1st, 1984
at 10:00 o'clock A.M.
at: Stark's Brothers
Mobile Homes, Inc.,
Rt. 9 Box 40'Benton.
KY 42025. Mobile
Home for sale: year
1979, Make Horizon,
Model Village Park,
Size 56x14, Serial No.
92221A
with
Refrigerator, Stove
and Furniture Pak.
The proceedi of
said shall be applied
toward the satisfaction of
the
indebtedness. secured
Security Agreement
which is $10,857.52 as
of this date, plus accrued
finance
charges, attorney's
fees, and costs and expenses of repossession
and
sale. Seller
reserves the right to
bid at said sale. Successful bidder shall be
obligated to pay applicable sales taxes, if
any, in_ addition to
sales price atthe time
Of sale.
DATED this 8th day
of May, 1984.
Colwell Mortgage
Corporation
by
Marilyn Green(MPG
housing dept.

NOTICE OF SALE
OF PERSONAL
PROPERTY AT
PUBLIC AUCTION
NOTICE
IS
HEREBY GIVEN by
Cowell Mortgage
Corporation in accordance
with
the
Uniform Commercial
•Code as the holder and
secured party of that
Installment Contract
& Disclosure Statement
("Security
Agreement")
executed by Edger
Howard Cunningham
III & Valerie Cunningham on Feb. 2nd,
1981, which is now in
default, that the property described below
will be publicly offered for sale and sold
to the highest bidder,
for cash, cashier's
check or other "good"
funds on May, 30th,
1984 at 10:00 o'clock
A.M. at: Stark's
Brothers
Mobile
Homes,Inc., Rt.9 Box
40 Benton, KY 42025.
Mobile.Home for sale:
Year 1981, Make Redman,. Model New
. Moon, Size 70x14,
Serial No. 13805200
with Refrigerator and
Stove.
The proceeds of
said shall be applied
toward the satisfaction
of the
indebtedness secured
Security Agreement
which is $16,450.71 as
of this date, plus accrued
finance
charges, attorney's
fees, and costs and ex-

DOWN
1 Warning
2 Symbol for
gold
-3 Mountain
on Crete

THEY TEACH YOU HOW TO

1
MY REPORT

1
Legal
Colwell
Mortgage
Corporation in acCordatice..__V_Ih_
the._
Uniform Colurnercial
Code as the holder and
secured party of that
Installment Contract
& Disclosure Statement
( "Security
Agreement"(
executed by Steven R.
McNeill & Jeannie

0 1664 United Feature Syndicate.Inc

SMELLING
T)-IE STEW, BEETLE?

YVNY ARE YOU

1.Legal

2.Notice

penses of repossession
and
sale. Seller
reserves- The Ilght to
bid at said sale. Successful bidder shall be
obligated to pay ap.
plicable sales taxes, if
any, in addition to
sales price at the time
of sale.
DATED this 4th day
of May, 1984.
Colwell Mortgage
Corporation
by
Marilyn Green(MFG
housing dept.)

Go For It!

•Includes aerobics,
weight
floor

training,
exercises,

stretching.
'Set to music
'limited enrollment
Mon., Wed., Fri.
5:15,p.m.
Mon., Tues., Thurs.
s30/Month

a

Register now to set

I.

2.Notice

a space in the June

Solid Railroad
Ties
$9.00 Each
Crack Ties

classes. 753-2784.

$5.00
Half Ties
$3.00
Call 753-2905
or 435-4343
435-4319
MORE $U for white
oak logs and heading
bolts. Haul to In.
dependeant Stave
Company, Wingo, Kentucky, 502-328-8584.
Train To Drive
TRACTORS TRAILERS
Call the-leader
MTA SCHOOL
502-554-0733
or 502-589-6123.
a

a
.
I BARGAlN BATTERIES
$15 W Exchange
Call 753-3711
NOTICE

Rickman
Norsworthy
Building Supply New Summer
Hours:
Mon.-Fri.•
7 a.m. til 6 p.m.
Sat.
7 a.m.-2 p.m.
Tree
Is offering SUMMER
DAY CAMP for schoolage children-. -Cali-- 768-9 356 for more
Information.

Jim Sutter & Jerry
Henry will be in our
showroom from
6:30-8:00 Mon.,
Tues., Thurs., Fri.
PURDOM
MOTORS, INC.
Oids-Pont.-Cad.-emick

6. Help Wanted
AM6ITIOUS man-.
/women available forimmediate employment. Earning opportunity, ;300 a week•
start. Large National
Co. Call -443-8489 between 8a.m.-10a.m. for
amointment.
CRUISE Ship jobs. Big
money. Will train. Job
offers guaranteed or no
fee. 1-718-858.9220, including Sunday, Ext.
90314.
GENERAL office work.
Send resumes to P.O.
Box 1040F, Murray.
LICENSED practical
nurses. Apply Westview
Nursing Home, South
16th St., Murray.
STUDENT OPPORTUNITY. Want to earn money
based on personal worth?
Last summer 1000
students in college program earned an average
Of $260 per Week. Ppone
443-6460, between 8 and 10
AM for aointment.
MAURICES of Murray.
An exiting conWmpory
fashion store is now
seeking a part time.
sales person. Must be
ambitious, enthusiastic,
fashion minded and
have sales ability.'
Apply in person at
Chestnut Hills Shopping
Center. No phone calls
please.
NATIONAL Marketing
Firm seeking management and sales
people to work in Ky.
and Tenn. Excellent
career potential part.
time jobs avaitabler
P.O. Box 630, Murray,
Ky. 42071.
!NTEED liclensed Beautician. Call -!,i)r appoultment, 753-0216.
PRoCESg MAIL! $7.5
per hundred! No experience. Part or full
ts r L im•
11 m_ e
mediately. Details send
self-addressed stamped
envelope to CRI-N41.
Box 9014, Stuart. FL.
33495.
.1011 OPENINGS
For high school diploma
grads. 17-34 years old.
No issperience necessary.
Will train in electronics
aviation. mechanics and
other fields. Full pay and
benefits white you train.
Call toil-free. Mon.Thurs.,
a.m.-4 p.m.,
1-11100-2311-3510.

Now Open
6 Days A Week
Honest, white shoeshine man wants to
work his way through

TRY the NEW AVON
earning opportunity and
earn $250 to $5010
weekly. 753-0232
anytime.
WANTED General
News Reporter for
weekly newspaper.
Must have 35 millimeter

college. Check your
closet and bring all
your shoes. s 1.00
Try us for that good
fast, invigorating
haircut.
DOWNTOWN BARBER
SHOP
506 Mato 153-4520
Open 6 Days

camera. jouralism
background and
knowledge of how local
governments operate.
Send resume to Box 185,
Benton, Ky. 42025.

sl aa

Hi Low Shag

$5.99 sq. yd. and up

Plush Carpet

$6.99 sq. yd. and up

Rubberback Shag
Wax Vinyl (in stock)...

,

Carpet Padding

$6.99
$3.49
9.25

sq. yd. and up
sq. yd. and up
sq. yd. and up

Financing available to qualified buyers

JOE SMITH CARPET
Hwy. 641

North

753-6660

ATTENTION FARMERS
River Ag Sales Paducah River Port is helping
farmers. Blended
WHEN WE
LEAVE,COLONEL, THERE
WILL SE NO
DIFFICULTY.

fertilizer prices loaded in your
truck or fertilizer buggy.

THESE TWO FOZZ AND MIX,
WOMMO.,LEFT HIAA
10 A TERRIBLE DEATH
51'01-E,'THE NECKLACE
To-seLL HERE,,,FOZZ
THE FENCE,,WE'VE
MET BEFORE•

DRUGGED

46% Urea- $170 ton
18-46-0- $213 ton
Domestic Pot Ash-$123 ton
All prices cash FOB River Port. We hope you
. will arrange spreading. Tell your neighbor andCall

04.•

$

9 a.m.

Rubberback Commercial Carpet.. J.VJ sq. yd.

No

--1

Summer
exercise classes.
•1 hour long

Debbie 443-0235. Nights: Rodger 527-3398.
Located on Bus. 124 at the River Port

•-•

•••• ••-•••-••-•••

_
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CLASSIFIED ADVERTISEMENTS
6

Help

Wanted

SH
AR
1'
H OMEMAKER P ARTY PLAN
PEOPLE. Management
Opportunity in Lucrative home party field.
:Work June-December
yearly. Excellent in home income. Hire,
Train, Manage toy
party personnel. No
Investment. Free training. Free kit. Limited
positions available. Details without obligation.
Call collect for Debbie.
502-653-4704 or 502-6534742.
TACO Johns Is now
accepting applications.
Only clean, hard working people need apply.
No phone calls, please.

15. Articles for

Sale

NEWBORN. 0-6 months.
dresses. Call 1-901-2473724

20. Sports Equipment
CUSHMAN Golf Car
and Holsclaw Golf Car
Trailer for sale Excellent condition. 753-1231

32

Apts for

Rent

1 BR lake front apt. in
Panorama Shores. AP:
pliance furnished.
Lease deposit and references required. 4362484 after 5p.m.
2 ROOM, partly furnished with bath. $115 a
month. 527-9641.
A COUPLE of young
ladies have a nice house
to share with another
near MSU and downtown. Available immediate. Call Rebekah.
753-6577.
FURNISHED apts. efficiency 1 or 2 BR. Also
sleeping rms. Zimmerman Apts., S. 16th
St. 753-6609.
FURNISHED extra
nice large 3 room apt.
near hospital and University. Couple or
graduate student
preferred. Heat and
water furnished. No
pets or children. Private. 753-8756 or 753-3415.
UNFURNISHED 2 BR.
living room, kitchen,
utility, bathroom, refrigerator, stove, oven,
garbage disposal and
dishwasher. $250 per
month. 1 year lease.
$250 deposit. Call 7533865 or 753-4974.

43

Real Estate

COMMERCIAL

49

Used

Cars

50

Used

Trucks

PAGE II

•

53

Services Offered

pro-

53

Services Offered'

Eerty, for sale. 919 West 17'-FORD- Granada
.
Broadway,

.1145Ettr"-PIckup,-- 6 -- INSULATION blown in
excellent condition. 753- cylinder, 67,xxx miles, by Sears TVA ap
Aluminum and Vinyl
9181 or 753-812,4
good gas mileage. proved. Save on those
siding and Aluminum
1978 CAMARO, low $1,395 489-2596
high heating and cool
16. Home Furnishings
trim for all houses It
Musical
22
miles. extra sharp,
mg bills. Call Sears stops painting
Campers
re. w
ma - LOWREY Console Orloaded with extras. 5 1
7 5 3 2310 for free
Jack Glover
tress, $150 Call 759-1776 gan, 25 pedals. elec753-0810 after 5p.m.
44 Lots for Sale
22 SELF Contained estimates
after 5p.m
tronic rhythm, $2,800
753-1873
1978 FAIRMOAT. 4 dr.. camper tiller with air JOE (Sonney) McKin
250 ACRE in the Mc437-4432
Sedan, blue. 4 cylinder, conditioning and awn- ney Appliance Service
Cullick Creek area in 4 speed,
grcruxtrr-&-il-TariTo
32 MPG, 26,xxx ing Oall 753-1966.
All makes and models
Cryts Used
ODD iob specialist,
the New Concord area,
and side by side remiles, excellent condi(Authorized Service on ceiling fans, electrical,
100 Acres tillable. $480
Office Furniture
frigerator Frigidaire.
tion. $2,750. Call 52 Boats Motors
Montgomery Ward Ap
plumbing, fencing. You
acre. 901-247-5493.
Call 753-6284.
753-7231
1016 Jefferson
1976 16 FT Tn-Hull Ski pliances). Located at name it, I do it You
4 ACRE wooded lot, g
Boat with 65 h.p. Mer- George Hodge and Son buy, I install. You
Paducah
miles northwest of
24
Miscellaneous
break, I fix Call 436
cury engine, stereo, ski Used Furniture Store
442-4302
Murray, $4,500. Call
DAILY
2 SPACES, Murray
equipment included. 82. 753 8505.
2868
753-6185.
NEW SHIPMENT
Memorial Gardens,
LAWN Mower and tiller OVERCAST'S Re
000. 753-3188.
Desk. chairs and flies
AURORA one to 10 acres'
CAR RENTAL
$400. 753-3400.
1982 PROCRAFT 14 .
1 2 repair 3 miles south on friger!ation and Air
We now have electric
wooded Kentucky Lake
A-1 Firewood, $25/rick
LONG TERM
ft. Bass Boat, 50 h.p. 121 See Wayne and Kim Condition Service
typewriters,
area, from $3,995, nothing
adding
delivered. Nights 436Mercury. depth tinder Wilson, 753 5086
Cleaned and repaired
machines. folding tables,
down, from $39 month, for
LEASE
2778.
and fool control trolling
Hwy 280. 753-7275 or
bookcases, print files two
home, mobile home, free
motor. $5,100. 753-1364
AB Dick Copier with
759 4053
drawer and four drawer file
ASK GENE
information phone Mr.
after 5p.m.
supplies, electric
cabinets
Shell 1-800-521-4996.
WE Buy
Sell and
AT
typewriter, Remington.
SAILBOAT. Cape Dory
Used but nice
Repair Used Air Con
TECHNICAL
•
Holiday
Typhoon,
Inn,
Murray.
19
Quality
ft:
ditioners. Dill Electric.
Open Mon -Sat.
TRAINEES
46. Homes for Sale
No phone calls please.
boat with full sail
753 9104
Hi-tech training with
3
inventor
BR
house,
motor
y,
dinette
and
ALL Wood storage
WILL do babysitting in
full pay and benefits
19. Farm Equipment
room,
trailer.
Loaded
all
appliance,
with
my home at the Alm°
building. 8x12 $795, 8x16
for
high
school
fireplace
extras.
Call
,
Mayfield,
new carpet,
area Call 753 7168
FOR sale .57 acre fire $995. 10x16 $1,195. 12x16
diploma grads, age
fence
247-5840.
in
backyard,
cured tobacco base. $1,495. 12x24 $1,995.
WILL do bushhogging
garage 'shed. 8 1 / 4
17-34. No experience
Phone 753-1956 or Free delivery within 100
753 7746 or 753 2709
S3.
Services
LICENSE
Offered
D
Electrici
an
assumab
le loan. 753necessary, excellent
753-3039.
miles. We have a large
for residential and
9240.
benefits. Call toll free,
1978 MERCURY Zephyr
PASTURE for horses, selection in stock. Acree
commercial. - Heating
ASSUMA
BLE
VA
loan.
Mon.-Thurs., a a.m.-4
Sport
Portabl
Coupe Z7, 6
e Buildings,
salt furnished, plenty
and air condition, gas
Time
Fixed
For
Spring
111-s
percent
Cleaninp.m., 1-800-233-5580.
cylinde
r
automatic,
deep well water. Call 492- Mayfield, Ky. 247-7831.
installation and repair.
terest. 7 room brick. power and
ing.
Let
Us
Wash your
air, AM-FM
8355.
CLEARY Satellite
Phone 753-7203.
INTERIOR
Fenced yard. Call ow- stereo, 54,xxx
actual
System, 10 ft.
Windows At Low
MALONE'S Remodelner, 753-7217.
EXTERIOR
9. Situation Wanted
22 . Musical
miles,
82,800. 753-0565 or
fiberglass, $1,550 in
ing from ground to roof
Rates. Call For Free
RICK Ranch 3 BR. 14 489-2125.
PAINTING
stalled. 11 ft. systems,
TEACHER will tutor
top
Phone 492 8183,
bath, large Great 1980 BUICK
Estimate.
Call
a.
Skylark
$1,70.0 installed. 33 Rooms for
students after school or
Evenings 436-2107.
Rent
Room, formal living Limited, 4 dr., extra
PIANO/
436 2835. We service
in the summer. For
753-0796
WALLPAPERING
Anytime.
Need
and
work
dining
room.
on
your
Also
$95 INCLUDINC
ORGAN
clean, low mileage,
what we sell
details call 753-7129.
trees? Topping, prun
eat-in kitchen, central local car, good
gas
FIRE Wood. Seasoned utilities. 753-5842, 8-5.
TEACHING
WANT job caring for
air
and
heat.
Utilities
APPLIANCE SER- ing, shaping, complete
mileag
FOR
e.
84
,
men
500.
student
s.
anyone hospitalized or
oak,
tree
trimming and
Position
very reasonable. Nice
available
VICE. Kenmore_ removal and more. Call
homebound. Have
removing hedges and Private furnished home with possible 489-2143.
Teaching experience not
Westinghouse. BOVE.R'S TREE
rooms
1980
with
CHEVY
Chevette,
kitchen
2
transportation and reshrubs. Free estimates_
necessary.
Music
facility and central air. income. 1626 Hamilton. DR Sedan,- Hatchback, Whirlpool. 21 years SERVICE for Pro
ferences. -3 years ex753-5476.
degree
required.
Near University. Phone 438-5479 or 753-1342.
Salary
*FREE ESTIMATES*
$2,500. 753-0565 or 489- experience. Parts and fessional free care.
perience. Willing to
kENWOOD Cassette
FOR Sale by owner 2125.
service. Bobby Hopper, 753-0338.
commens
436-5479
urate
after
5p.m.
with
work 7a.m. to 4p.m.
Deck, $75. TWo Radio
assumabl
e loan 3 BR
Bob's Appliance Serskill. Selection to be
Monday through FriShack Mics, $15 ea. or ROOM for rent, air brick ranch situated on 1980 CHEVROLET Im- vice, 202 S. 5th
St.
conditioned, furnished,
made prior June 1.
pala, 4 dr.. V-8. autoday. Will also do house
$25 for both. 75j 9371.
a
tree shaded 1 acre lot
one block from campus.
matic, excellent condi- 753-4872, 753-8886
1984 Send resume to
cleaning or babysitting.
SLUMBERBAGS. Mr. $65
in Oaks Estate across
home).
month. Available
tion. Call 753-3906
Call 753-7129 anytime.
P.O
Box
5389,
Specializes in General Cleaning
T, Master of Univ., May
frotn__G111.1 Course.
15. Call 753-9341.
1982
WILL do babysitting
DODGE
4
dr.
_Evansville. Ind. 47715.
Featifies 2 baths, large
Garfield. $13.95-514.95.
We PROFESSIONALLY
gUMMER sleeping
anytime. 421 South .8th
living and family Aires, p.b., p.s., air.
Uncle Jeffs.
Aluminum Service Co.
(and economically)
rooms for rent. 1 block
cruise,
St.
$4,200
firm.
753-•
rooms, 2 car garage, 3
TRI STATE Satellite from campus.
Aluminum arid vinyl
dry clean carpets,
Kitchen porches. Priced $69,000. 6597.
23. Exterminating
Sales. 11 ft. system available.
College For more information 1983 ALLIANCE
14. Want to Buy
siding. Custom trim-work.
strip and re-finish floors,
83
completely installed, students only. 759-9645.
Car of the Year), 15,xxx
call 753-0408.
wash windows, walls, etc.
References. Call Will Ed
t SED Wrought iron
$1,785. We service what
Call Your
miles; a.c.,_AMFM,
TAK
Eov
er
patio' furniture. Call
we
sell.
34.
WE CLEAN EVERTFHING WITH
901-642-02
Houses
95, 315'
for Rent
Bailey, 753-0689._
Local Professionals
power
steering
.
Call
PAYMENTS on this
489-2186. _ _
Tyson Ave., Paris,
7M-1202.
2 BR house close to 1983 doublewide
TENDER, LOVING CARE
mobile
WANTED to buy: HarTenn..
University. 753-5992. ,
PORSCHE 914, 1972,
759-97,34 or 759-1834 •
home
Jocated
South
of
dwood Umber. Call
BURGES
S
Water
Wefts.
very
low mileage, exFree Pricing On, Location
ao 3 BR, garden -Spot. Murray on 641. 1 ac. of cellent
753-0338.- - --Well Drilling. Home.
mechanical
Southwest Elementary land, 3 bedrooms, 2
Wa.c y & Brooke Harrington
WOULD like to buy
School District, 4 miles baths, living rm., den, condition, quick and' 32 Farm, Irrigation Pump
good used canoe. 15-17'
sales
and
service
.
Need
west of Murray on 94 dining cm., kit., ulty MPG. $4,500. Mayfield,
Satellite
Call 753-3242 after 6p.m
Irrigation equipment.
Hwy. $225/month. No rm. 1 car garage. For 247-5840
Service?
753-0414
E ree estimates.
pets. 753-4406 or more information call
15. Articles for Sale
247-6658.
50. Used Trucks
Call CLAYTON'S
Murray's only Home
435-4119. .
Spann Realty Assoc:
SiCtRV
01
owned and operated
1aw
MINI Washer-Dryer.
3 BR partly furnished 753-7724.
753-7575
1957 CHEVY Pickup. CARPENTER work,
painting, roto tilling. By
Wired for 110 volt, .very
house
restored
in
.
county.
81.200.
Pest Control Service.
759$250.
We service all brands
CUSTOM KITCHEN CABINETS
hour or job. 753-0790.
good condition. Call
Century 21 Loretta Jobs 47. Motorcycles
1894.
Free Inspection and
$28.00
& CUSTOM WOODWORKING
FENCE
sales
753-8964 after 5p.m. or
Realtor. 753-1492.
Sears
at
1959
CHEVROLET Truck,
1974 TX 500 Yamaha,
Estimates
•
now.
-Caff
Sears
leave message anytime.
753
2310
OVER
Apache Fleetline, good
good condition, $700
for free estimate for
36. For Rent or Lease
•
20 YEARS
condition. Call 492-8460.
753-7566 after 5p.m.
SOLID WOOD CABINETS & •
your needs.
EXPERItreCf
FOR Rent. 30 acres for 1970 650 SPECIAL, must 1970 DODGE Pickup,
RAISED PANEL DOORS
slant 6, straight shift. G ENERAL HOME
sell.
437-4946.
beans
or
popcorn.
Birch
Hwy.
• Oak • Walnut • Cherry •
19" Color TV
REPAIR. 15 years. exGUNCASES • MANTLES • BOOKCASES •
732. 502-554-2947.
1970 YAMAHA Trail 753-9181 or 753-8124.
_---KLTCHEN CABINET TOPS • VANITIES
with purchase of
Bike.- 753-1585 after 1975 CHEVROLET,-5Q-60, perience. C_arpenirat-__
-CUSTOM 110%1 FURNITURE aFURNITURE REFINISHING •
37. Livestock-Supplies
truck, 20 ft box with concrete, plumbing,
5p.m.
COMPETITIVE PRICES Drop Sy a Soo Our Display •
1E1'_Satellite
roofing,
sliding
NO. II
FAMILY milk cow (or 1981 HONDA Silver rollup door. Gasoline and JOB TO
•
SMALL.
Free
propane.
Runs
good.
System
Wing Interstate, 2.700
sale. 474-2754.
753-5940.
estimates Days 753- • 1212 Main Murray, Ky.
$5000.
Call
489-2199
•
_ make
FOR sale,or iradelor car, miles. Mug
•••••••••••••••••••e•
6973, nights 474-2276.
GLR Receiver.'
AQHA Reg. 8 yr. old Bay Offer. 437-4171.
GUTTERING by Sears.
Installed
Gelding, 15 hands. goes 1981 HOIsMA 0{500,
Sears Continuous gut
English or Western. For liquid cool, shaft drive,
ters installed for your
$1799
sale English saddle, excellent condition. Call
specifications. Call
breast plate, show bridle 492-8892.
Sears 753-2310 for free
and more assorted tack. 1982 YAMAHA YZ 80,
estimate.
753-3604.
753-7575
never been raced, very
SUNSET BOULEVARD MUSIC
PERFORMANCE good condition, $550.
Wedding
TESTED 3/8, 1/2, 3/4 753-1364 after 5p.m.
Dixiel
and Center Open Til 6
ID
Photograp
hy Let us
27. Mobile Homes for Sale
and 7/8 Simmental and T-IONDA 400, 4 cylinder,
make
your
Wedding
•
Is
1969 3 BR, 111 baths, Maine-Anjou service 5,xxx miles, excellent
Short
memorable
age bulls. Only the very condition. See after
60x12. Call 753-7791.
Bed, 5-Speed, Radial • CARTER STUDIO
1972 12x65 CHEVENNE, top performance bulls 5p.m. 1554 Oxford Dr.
For All Your Roofing Needs
Tires, Tint Glass,
000 MAIN iN 1 8294
2 BR. 2 bath. Located 3 offered from over 800 Al $750.
Carpeting,
Side
miles east of Murray. performance cows. All
L EE'S__CARPE 1'
527-8576 or 759-4504 after bulls health tested and 48. Auto Services
Vent
CLEANING. Murray's
Windows,
guaranteed. Broadbent COMPtETE Set of
5p.m.
only professional Car
much more. 2 yr.
No Job Too Large Or Too Small
pet Cleaning Company
1981 2 BR mobile home. Farms, Route 1, Cadiz, 5-Hole Rally wheels for
2400
mile
drive,
With over 12 years
For more information KY 42211. Phone (Day) Chevy Pickup or Van,
All
Work Guaranteed Free Estimates
train
warranty,
1502 235-5182.
continuous local service
$145. Call 759-4909 after
call 247-5947 after 5p.m
lowest
priced
new
using
the
5p.m.
most powerful
The MSU Federal Credit Union seeks to employ an assis- $5,600 FOR this 1971 38. Pets-Supplies
cleaning system made
truck in America.
OOD Reconditioned
tant managsr. We are looking for someone who has a Lancier mobile home. 3 MOVING must , sell
Hundreds of satisfied
2 Auto Batteries,
BR, 2 baths. Call Spann
managerial and administrative background with an em- Realty Assoc. 753-7724.
year old AKC Re- guaranteed! $15 exrepeat customers.
gistered
black male change Call 753-3711
Licensed and Insured.
phasis on accounting procedures. Familiarity with com- SECLUDED 5 acres.
Cocker Spanial.
We move the furniture
puters desirable. MUST BE INTERESTED IN THE 12x56 mobile home, 753-3862 after 6p.m. Call 49. Used Cars
free. Free estimates, 24
12x24 block building.
MAZDA 112000 SUNDOWNER
WELFARE OF PEOPLE. Duties will include loan collec- woods and pond.
hour service, 753-5827.
474- PURE-BRED black 1967 JAGUAR XKE
Labrador Retriever Coupe: rebuilt engine,
tion, report preparation, teller, and clerical respon- 2718.
pups. AKC Registered. new tires, excellen
t
sibilities. Send resume with salary history and references 28. Mobile Homes for Rent 5-6
weeks old. 753-1292 condition. $9,500, Phone
to: MSU Federal Credit Union, General Services
or 753-8973.
753-6323 after 5p.m.
2 BR mobile home,
Building, Murray State University, Murray, KY 42071. No large front porch and
1972 350 CC motorcycle.
Frozen
Brine
$500. 1973 Olds Cutlass
lawn, mowing furphone calls please. Deadline: May 25, 1984.
Supreme, ac., p.b..
Shrimp
nished, small quiet
Lai., automatic in the
court, $90.1 month. 753Hand Tamed
(Clip This Ad From The Paper
floor. good condition.
8216.
Cockatiels
Best offer. 753-5163 or
2 BR with central air,
And
Save For A Handy Reference)
PET PEN
see Lynn Grove Apts.,
new furniture. Call
Apt. 6 anytime.
1101 Story Ave
Shady Oaks, 753-5209.
1972 PINTO, runs good.
759.1322
TRAILER for rent. See
good tires, high mileage,
Saturday, May 26, 1984-10 A.M. Brandon Dill at Dills
$250. Call 759-1445.
Trailer Court entrance 43,Real Estate
173 Lots Adjoining Kenlake State Park On Kentucky to
1973 PINTO Squire StaMurray Drive Inn
6 a.m. - 10 p.m. 7 Days A Week
Lake In Ledbetter Shores And Hillandale Subdivision
tion Wagon, excellent
Theatre.
Phone 753-5351/753-5352
Location r-rom the Jntersecticn of Highways 94 and
condition. Call 753-3270
STROUT
after 4:30p.m.
S 68 at Kentake State Park, take Highway 94 east 3 30. Business Rentals
REALTY
• , iies to Highway 497. Turn south on Highway 497 and
1974 DATSUN 610 Wagon. runs good. $925.
ioceed 1 mile to sale site
Lou Ann P1100/753-8843
753-9371.
Mini
Ledbetter Shores Subdivision
Wayne Wilson 753-5086
TROUBLES
1975 FORD LTD 4 door,
84 Lots
Joe L. Kennon 438-5676
Warehouse
----good condition. 753-9181
This subdivi6ion is adjacent to Kentake State Park and
1912
Coldwater Road
If
it's
with wel
Storage Space
or 753-8124.
Murray, Kentucky 42071
-,,aith of Ledbetter Bay of-Kentucky take- It is-situated
s,
plumbi
For
Rent
1976
GREMLI
N X. g
16021 753-0186
nly 1 2 miles frqm the Pacer Point Public Use Area and
' 1.4y-C eterniney
cylinder. automatic,
Anytime
753-1492
,fle Murray State University Biological Station and IS or,
or
electric
, then
Covers Bird
p.s. $995. Call 489-2595.
JOE L. KENNON
• 4 miles from Kenlake State Resort, Dock and Gc,,'
Screens
have the answer.
1976 OLDS Station WaBroker
10% Discount
purse
Licensed & Bonded
gon, high mileage, good
, On Ans
Call
31
John
Want to Rent
Glover,
Almost all lots in this subdivision have at least 100
Alentinuni
Vinyl
and
Chirriners Swee
running car 753-4186
•rontage This is an ample water supply available vy-t'
During April
3 BR home in or close to
licensed with 26
after 5p m.
Siding, -Custont trim
four inch main Most of these rots lay level to gent
Murray. References
work. References.
years experience.
supplied. Call Sally,
.-uping, have mature shade trees, and dogwoods a'.
Coll
Win Ed Bailey,
--- atterQd throughout All streets have 50 I4?t right o' 753-1933, 8-5.
Answering servic
First Class Repair Service
753-0689.
753-3445
YOUNG College Pro...ays and are surfaced with grave;
provided.
on Stereo's & TV's
fessor and wife looking
Hillendale Subdivision
762-4792
for 2-3 BR modern
7 •
Work Guaranteed
09 Lots
•
duplex
or
house
rent.
to
This subdivision is adjacent to and south of Ledbetter
VW car I(A c,f Sumaa am el
Want gas heat. No
-,nores Subdivision and is the same distance from Inc:
children.. no pets. Can
222
S. 12th St.
'
,
RANDY
creational areas It is just north of Anderson Creek.
753-5865
occupy in 1 month
!hese lots range from 50 feet to over 100 feet frontage
THORNTON
753-8291_
'id all streets have 50 toot right of ways and are surfa(
HEATING AND AIR
Send
your
32 Apts for Rent
',it with gravelMost al-these fcrts-are-tevet-tb staoirg-an , I
CONDITIONING INC.
DAILY
SILVER
GOLD
package
8;
PRICES
s
-Ave mature shade trees and dogwoods scattered
the
easy
1 AND 2 BR apts near
.hroughout Mobile homes al'
Gold
Silver
way
downtown Murray. 753f
in this
•
4 1 09
when used as a permanent
7 6 2 - 6 6 5 0 or
Closed
Closed
Use our cprliient
Free Estimates
436-2844.
This Is an Absolute Auction Sale All lots will sell to
Yesterday 373 50
Yesterday- 8.79
service
We accept
Vibra
1 AND 2 BR furnished
Steam or
the highest bidder regardless of the price This is your
Opened
Opened
•
UPS packages .for
apts Lease and deposit
opportunity to own a beautiful lot in a secluded area
Quick
Today
373
Today
00
8.79
Adults No pets. Call
shipment
where you set the price
Down
No Change
50
753-9208 after 4p.m
Dry Cleaning.
All lots will be sold individually However, the auc
COURT SQUARE
Compliments of'
1 BR efficiency apt , 1
tion company reserves the right to combine any or all
Upholste
ry CleanANTIQUES
block from campus
GOLD & SILVER CUSTOM
lots
753-3139.
ing
Downtown
JEWELERS -OLYMPIC PLAZA
Terms: 20 percent down day of sale with balanie,
1 BR furnished apt
Court Square
753 7113
753-5827
on delivery of deed within 30 days
Lease and deposit.
W I. boy Geld. Silver S. Diamonds
753-7499.
Adults. No pets, * Call
Mows: 10 5 Daily. 12 5 Sunday
after 4p.m, 759-4756 or
753-9208.
Mayfield,
Ky. Lot 85'x410' House
and garage apt. Redu c e d to sell.
1-15021-674-5531

Bailey's
Carpet
Cleaning
759-1983

DWAIN
TAYLOR
CHEVROLET
753-2617

PAIN

MG

JIM DAY
Painting
753-3716

4

TLC

FREE

LOWES

U-Pick Strawberries

50° Qt.

mazoa

[(1t1) PIONEER'

Clayton's TV

CAR STEREO

Open 7:00 A.M.
Mon., Wed., Fri., Sat.
1 Mile Out On 94 East
753-2707
Opening This Wed.

$5599"

Darnell Roofing

Call
For Dependable Service
Larry Darnell
489-2649 or 489-2826

Carroll-Mazda
753-8850

Dial-A-Service

Absolute Auction

Taxi Cab Service

911

*array-Calloway
County Hospital

153-5131

Police
911

Aluminum
Service
Co.

Calloway County
Rescue Squad

Chim Chim

153-6952

'•,

LEE'S CARPET
CLEANING

Poison

Control

753-7588

r

P.

•

a

z
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Western
Baptist to
change number'

OBITUARIES
Jun Allbritten dies Sunday Mr. Oran Outland, 73, dies Mr. Gus Hurt
Jim Allbritten, 79, 504 chapel of Blalock,
South 11th St.. Murray. Coleman Funeral
died Sunday at 7:43 p.m. Home. John Dale will
at Murray-Calloway officiate.
County Hospital.
Burial will follow in
He was a former the New Providence
operator of a grocery Cemetery.
store in the New ProFriends may call at
vidence Community. He the funeral home after 4
was a member of the p.m. today (Monday).
Seventh and Poplar
Church of Christ.
Born April 1, 1905, in
Calloway County, he
was the son of the late
Albert Gallatin Allbritten and Clara McCuiston Allbritten.
Survivors are his
The funeral for Seidon
wife. Mrik " kva Mae Ahart was Sunday at 3
Morgan
. to p.m. in the chapel of
whom he ras married Goodwin Funeral
on June 2, 1931; one Home, Cadiz.
The Rev. Wayne
daughter, Mrs. Polly
C
- .arnoll, Calvert City; Glass and the Rev.
two sons. Jimmy Ralph Gill officiated:Allbritten, Murray, and -Clay King was organist.
Pallbearers were
Bill Allbritten, Aberdeen, Md.; one sister, Tommy Walker, David
Mrs. Harmon (Ruth ) Parker, Mike Calhoun,
Wilson. Murray; seven Tracy Calhoun, Craig
Calhoun and Cary
grandchildren.
The funeral will be Calhoun.
Burial was in East
Tuesday at 3 p.m. in the
End Cemetery at Cadiz.
Mr. Ahart, 78, Cadiz,
died Saturday. He and
his brother, the late
Jasper D. Ahart,
The funeral 'for D.J. operated .W.G. Ahart
Murchison was Sunday and Sons General Merat 2:30 p.m. in the chandise Store at
chapel of Hornbeak Golden Pond for many
Funeral Home. Fulton. years.
He is survived by his
The Rev. Ora Belle
wife,, Mrs. Mary
Peck officiated.
Burial was in the Calhoun Ahart; one son,
Rock Spring Cemetery Edsel Ahart and wife,
Dori. Cadiz; one stepthere.
Mr. Murchison, daughter, Mrs. Edna
Fulton, died Friday at McKinney, Murray;-one
10- p.m: at Haws stepson, Kelsi`e Cahoun
Memorial Nursing. and wife, Doris, Cadiz;
a. sister-in-law, Mrs.
Home. Fulton.
He was a retired rural Grace Ahart, Murray.
Also surviving are
mail carrier and a
member of Crutchfield nine step grandchildren
United Methodist including Mrs. David
(Martha) McKinney,
Church.
Survivors are his Murray, and Ms. Mary
wife. Mrs. Frances McKinney Hardin,
Kearby Muchison, and Dallas, Texas; eight
his mother, Mrs. Nina step -greatMoore Murchison, Rt. 1, grandchildren; one
Fulton; two daughters, niece. Mrs. Evelyn
Mrs. Tommy (Vicki) Wilson Chilcutt, MurJones _Dyersburg., ray; one, great niece,
Tenn., and Mrs. Janie Mrs. Marilyn Walker,
Parrish, Nashville, Murray; two great
Tenn.; three nephews, Bill and Greg
Wilson, Dallas, Texas.
grandchildren.

Rites said
Sunda) for
Seldon Ahart

Allen McClard
Outstanding Speaker

Murchison
rites Sunday

•

Sherri Mills
Outstanding Senior and Best in Interpretation;

4 2llt mtanding-Freshman-

Burkeen

Orqn Outland, 73. Rt.
6, Murray. died Sunday
at 4:40 p.m. at his home..
He had retired in 1976
as a baker with Sammons Bakery and prior
to that was with Outland
Bros. Bakery. A veteran
of World War II, he was
a member of the First
Baptist Church.
He was preceded in
death by his first wife,

Mrs. Luebbert
dies, funeral
Sunda),
...Final rites for MrS.
Luebbert were
Sunday at 2 p.m. in the
chapel of Blalock Coleman Funeral
Home.
The Rev. Jasper
White and Walter Parsons officiated. Music
was by Loma Borders,
soloist, and Jackie Hill,
pianist.
Active pallbearers
were James Perry, Roy
Perry, Sherman
Borders, Don Luebbert,
Sam Morton and Ralph
Luebbert.
Honoray pallbearers
were Sam Hooper,
Elmer Eades, Clarence
Sylvis, Leroy Rhyne,
Bryan Staples, Roscoe
Feagin and Ed Trent.
Burial was in the Mt.
Carmel Cemetery in
Calloway County.
Mrs. Luebbert, 71,
Dickson, /Tenn., died
Thursday at 10 p.m. at
Vanderbilt Hospital,
Nashville, Tenn.
She is survived by her
husband, Norman Luebbert, Dickson, and one
sister, Mrs. Walter
(Mary Lee) Parsons,
Bon Aqua, Tenn.

Mrs. Tiny Virginia
Humphries Outland, on
Jan. 3, 1960; one sister,
Mrs. Olean Cook, on
March 30, 1984; and one
brother, Brent Outland,
on Feb. 12, 1978.
Born Sept. 3, 1910, in
Calloway County, he
was the son of the late
Woodard Outland and
Daisy Wicker Outland.
He is survived by his
wife, Mrs. Monette
Barham Outland, Rt. 6;
one daughter, Mrs. Eddie (Brenda) 'Darnell,
Rt. 1, Almo; one son,
Kenny 0. Outland and
wife. Judy, 2106 College
Farm Rd., Murray;
four grandchildren.
Also surviving are one
sister., Mrs. George
(Mary Lou) Erwin,
Mayfield; one brother,
Palmer Outland,
Clarksville, Tenn.; one
sister-in-law, Mrs.
Brent (Kathryn)
.Outland, Murray.
The funeral will be
Tuesday at 2 p.m. in the
chapel of J.H. Churchill
Funeral Home.
Burial will follow in
the Murray City
Cemetery.
Friends may cll at
the funeral hot-ft after 5
p.m. today (Monday).

dies, sery ices
today in chapel
Services for Gus Hurt
were today at 10 a.m. in
the chapel of J.H. Churchill Funeral Home.
The Rev. Heyward
Roberts officiated.
Music was by the choir
of the Flint Baptist
Church with Bill Miller
as director and Sandra
Rice as accompanist.
Pallbearers were Joe
Walker, Buel Hargis,
James Gilbert,
Franklin Rushing,
Frank Overkey and
Cecil Taylor.'
Burial was in the
Almo Cemel,ery,'
Mr. Hurt, 74, Rt. 1,
Almo, died Thursday at
10:15 p.m. at his home.
A farmer, he. was a
member of the Flint
Baptist Church.
Born July 7, 1909, in
Calloway County, he
was the son of the late
Thomas Hurt and
Tawsie Hargrove Hurt.
He is survived by one
brother, Clyde Hurt of
Hazel Park, Mich., and
a niece, Mrs. June
Linklater of Birmingham, Mich.

Growth at Western
Baptist Hospital will
cause the hospital to
change its telephone
number at 10 p.m.,
Thursday, May 17. The
new number will be
575-2100.
The hospital is approaching its 400
telephone number
capacity, and a new
system is being installed to increase that
capacity to 800 numbers
and beyond. The system
will continue allowing
callers to dial directly
into the office or patient's room they need,
rather than through a
central switchboard.
Alice Towber, director of planning at
Western Baptist, said
the addition of two new
floors and new services
have triggered the
hospital's growth.
For people dialing the
old number after May
17, South Central Bell
will provide a recording
that directs callers to
the correct number,
,Bloom said. The recording will remain on the
old hospital number for
one year, he said. The
new number will be in
the next Purchase Area
directory which is due
out in December.

NEW MURRAY STORE

NOW OPEN
items
•Cameras

6000 Name Brand

•JeweliA
• uggage
•ArmH;-in(-1-,

• ,.itct,,
• Telephones
•Housewares

•Stereos
*Gifts

HILL ARK
THE PLACE YOU GO
TO SAVE ON BRANDS YOU KNOW

JEWELERS AND DISTRIBUTORS
426 BROADWAY STREET. PADUCAH. KY 42001
502-442-9333
314 MAIN STREET. MURRAY KY 42071
VISA
502-753-7111

I=
KM( STUMP REMOVAL
'!

We ..too teem..., ',lamp. up
to 24 below the ground.
435 4343 or 435 4310
We Now Haul Pit Or,,.'

DWAIN TAYLOR CHEVROLET INC. Offers A

Open 9 a.m. to 5 p.m. Mon.-Thurs.
Fri. 9-8, Sat. 9-5

New Concept In Buying

Introducing Owners Option 8 An Innovative Plan For Financing Your New Car
•Reduced Payments •Guaranteed Buy Back •Available Now

OWNER'S OPTION"
AUTO FINANCING
WHAT IS OWNER'S OPTION FINANCING?
A new concept in automobile financing . .
the very best way to finance your car for reduced monthly payments and a guaranteed
Buy-Back.
LOWER MONTHLY PAYMENTS.

Owner's option conserves your cash by
reducing your monthly payments - as much
as 20% or more.
Mikal Grimes and Molly Imes
Calloway County Bar Association Speech Award

GUARANTEED BUY-BACK.
We guarantee to pay off the Buy-Back
value of your car when your loan contract
matures!

THREE OPTIONS AT MATURITY.
1. TRADE OR SELL THE CAR - Pay off
the loan and keep any profit!
2. KEEP THE CAR - by financing the final
installment with your lender.
3.RETURN THE CAR - to your lender.
The guaranteed Buy-Back pays off your final
payment.

You pay only for
the portion of
the,car's value you use!
Purchase Price

SECURITY.
You have the security of a predetermined
price for your car, with retention of any
appreciation. All the benefits are yours, all
the risk is ours!
WHAT AM I REQUIRED TO DO?
A few things you would probably do with a
new car anyway. Provide normal maintenance; carry proper insurance; drive less than
15,000 miles per year; return car to lender
with all accessories intact, to activate "BuyBack" agreement.

$10,000
Guaranteed
Buy-Back Value

Payments On

71c)$7,000

ANSWERS TO FREQUENTLY ASKED QUESTIONS ABOUT "OWNER'S OPTION"
Q. How much down payment is required to qualify?
A. Minimum of 10% of the total selling price of the car, including sales tax, excise tax, dealer prep., etc.
0. _How is the "Buy-Back" value established?
A. By projecting the average price of the car, at maturity of your loan contract, based on historical percentage values of similar cars in previous years.. Since prices of cars have increased, it is very likely that the Buy-Back value of your car will be substantially higher than the
Buy-Back value we have guarantad.

New 1984-1985 Officers -Mark Pool; Entertainment Chairperson. Mark Bazzell; Public Relations Seuretury, -Molly Imes; Vice-President,
Tim Weatherford; President, Carrie Paschall;
Librarian. Stephanie Welch; NFL Point
Secretary, and.Elizabeth Bailey; photographer.
Speech Team Banquet
The State Champion Laker Speech Team ended their winning season with their annual banquet. The team said their farewells to graduating
with both smiles and tears. The seniors honored
at the banquet were: Lori Burkeen, Bill Chaney,
Mark Cooper, Richard Dowdy, Evy Jarrett,
Craig Kelly, Allen McClard, Sherri Mills, and
Tim Williams. Awards were presented by Coach
Larry England, who gave special thanks to the
support of the parents during the past year.
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O. What if the Buy-Back estimate is wrong?
A. You, the customer, benefit either way .-. . if the car is worth more, you can sell it and keep the profit, or trade it for a new car. If the car is
worth less than the Buy-Back value, simply turn it in to the Owner's Option ;ender.
O. Can I trade or sell the car prior to maturity?
A. Yes, you can trade or sell the car anytime; but, of course, you are responsible for paying off your account-at the time of trade .or sale.
O. There is a mileage restriction. Does that mean I will pay for excess mileage?
A. If the car is worth more than the Buy-Back value at the end of the term of the contract, no .. . this only is a factor if the car is worth less.
You could be required to pay the difference up to 5C a mile.
O. Does "Owner's Option" cost more?
A. No, you will realize the benefits of lower payments and the ability to trade cars more frequently. The money you save with lower payments could be invested to offset any increase in finance charges.
0. Am I responsible for other assessments on the car?
A. Yes, just as in ahy other transaction, you are responsible for keeping insurance on the car and paying any taxes err other assessments on
the vehicle.
0. What advantages does Owner's Option have over closed and open end leases?
A. Owner's Option compares favorably with both. If yOu Use the car in business, both Individual Tax Credits an depreciatiOn are available
to yOu.-We guarantee .the value of the car at the end of your loan contract, and. you can purchase (refinance) it for that amount. With
closed or ..en end leasing that option is not available.

DWAIN TAYLOR CHEVROLET INC.
U.S. 641 So.

Murray, Ky.

753-2617
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